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ABSTRACT 

Uniformly sampled filter-bank transforms and their inverses are introduced and the 

conditions to obtain perfect reconstruction upon inversion are explored. It is shown 

that perfect reconstruction requires both filter addition and multiplication and the 

necessary and sufficient conditions for these operations are given. Examples indicate 

how to use the conditions to construct perfect-reconstruction synthesis filters from 

a given set of analysis filters. Additionally, an iterative scheme is presented that 

achieves exact inversion to an arbitrary accuracy. The methods to obtain synthesis 

filters are applied to discretizations of the continuous wavelet transform rising both fi

nite and infinite impulse response filters. If exact reconstruction is not a requisite, it is 

possible to improve imperfect-reconstruction filter banks so that their inverse is closer 

to the input signal. Two methods to achieve such improvement are described. To bet

ter understand the discretizations, one has to look at the continuous case. Therefore 

the discrete-time filter-bank transforms definitions are extended to continuous-time 

signal processing. It is shown that the Gabor and continuous wavelet transforms 

are special cases of the continuous-time extension. The methods introduced in the 

discrete-time case are used to derive all the linear time-invariant synthesis functions 

of these two transforms. 

A straightforward generalization of the Gabor and wavelet transforms generates filter 

banks whose bandwidths can vary arbitrarily with center frequency. These filters are 

used to create a cochlear transform, i.e., a "mixed" transform that behaves like a 

Gabor transform at low center frequencies and like a continuous wavelet transform 

at high center frequencies. The methodology described in this thesis is implemented 

in a set of algorithms whose complete documentation are given in chapter 4. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Historical Perspective 

The extraction of information from non-stationary sounds was initiated with the 

moving Fourier transform by Dudley ([1]). Methods for inverting that transform 

were proposed by Allen ([2]), who also suggested modifying the transform coefficients 

before inversion either to denoise the transformed signal, modify it to perform time-

frequency filtering, or transform the time scale either to speed up or slow down the 

sound. Time-scale modification ([3], [4], [5]) is now a widely used procedure in the 

motion picture industry. 

The existence of an inverse to the moving Fourier transform is guaranteed by an 

underlying symmetry group, the Weyl-Heisenberg group ([6]). Shortly after Allen's 

work, transforms based on cochlear mechanics were apphed to speech and other non-

stationary sounds by Zweig ([7]). The simplest example of these transforms con

stituted what are now called continuous wavelet transforms, which are based on an 

underlying affine symmetry group, and the idealized cochlea was shown to possess 

"scaling symmetry" ([7]). As for the moving Fourier transform, this symmetry guar

anteed the existence of an inverse transform ([6]). 

More realistic examples used a weaker form of the symmetry called local scaling 

symmetry ([7]), where the impulse response of the cochlear filters, i.e., the analogue 

of the wavelet, break the affine scaling by varying their A///, with /. Here / is the 

dominant frequency in the impulse response, and A/ is its bandwidth. The bandwidth 

of the cochlear transform filters is approximately constant at low frequencies, and 

decreases with increasing frequency, but not as fast as 1//, as is required for wavelet 

transforms ([8]). 
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The importance of using filters whose impulse responses do not enjoy a symmetry 

dates back to the first work on simulations of the cochlea's response to speech ([9]). 

Here the cochlear transform was found by linearizing the measured cochlear response 

at approximately 60 dB, and computing the response to vowels spoken at the same 

level. Figures 1 and 2 of [9] provide examples that compare a transform based on 

pure scaling with another that breaks the scaling symmetry. In Figure 1, what would 

now be called the continuous wavelet transform is used to represent voiced speech. 

That same speech is represented in Figure 2 with the cochlea transform whose filter 

bandwidths more closely approximate those of the cochlear filters, and for which no 

symmetry exists. The two transforms suggest very different methods for the analysis 

of voiced speech. The first represents voiced speech much like a Fourier transform. 

Each frequency component appears as a line. The second represents voiced speech by 

its formants. At low frequencies the individual frequency components of speech are 

no longer visible, but merge to represent the envelope of the spectrum, rather than 

the spectrum itself. The two different transforms yield different results for denoising 

by thresholding, time-frequency filtering, and time-scaling. 

This thesis is concerned with necessary and sufficient conditions for inverting trans

forms that do not have an underlying symmetry group connecting the filter impulse 

responses. Even transforms that have a symmetry guaranteeing exact reconstruction 

will not be exactly invertible in practice. For example, it is not possible to numerically 

compute either the forward or inverse continuous wavelet transform exactly, because 

signals have finite length and are sampled. 

It will be shown how to replace the continuous wavelet transform by another transform 

that closely approximates it, and has an exact inverse. More generally, it will be shown 

how to create exactly-invertible filter-bank transforms for sampled signals. The same 

theory is then extended to continuous signal processing to derive all possible linear 

time-invariant inverses for the Gabor and wavelet transforms. 

Exactly invertible filter-bank transforms in applications like denoising, whose goal is 
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not exact reconstruction, may be advisable because artifacts in the synthesized sig

nal from errors in the reconstruction algorithm will not be created. Exactly-invertible 

transforms may be useful in the design of hearing aids that use relatively few "cochlear 

filters" for denoising ([10], [11]). They may also be used to give people with normal 

hearing sensations of sound that approximate those experienced by people with hear

ing deficits ([12], [13]). 

1.2 Basic concepts and definitions 

The definitions given in the next two sections are for reference only and by no means 

complete. References to more complete treatment will be given as necessary. 

1.2.1 Discrete-Time Signal Processing 

• Signals 

Signals are functions which contain information about the nature or behav

ior of some phenomenon. Signal processing deals with the representation and 

manipulation of the information contained in them. Examples abound: televi

sions receive and decode electromagnetic waves and translate them into images, 

speech is received in the ear where it is decomposed, coded and subsequently 

sent to the brain in the form of electrical impulses, etc. 

Signals are represented mathematically as functions of one or more independent 

variables like time, distance, etc.. Signals may be classified by the nature of their 

independent variable. Thus, continuous independent variables give continuous-

time signals (also known as analog signals) and discrete independent variables 

give discrete-time signals. One may also classify signals by the nature of their 

dependent variable. For instance, digital signals are those for which both the 

dependent and independent variables are discrete. 
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Discrete-time signals are represented as sequences of numbers a:[n] — oo < n  <  

oo, where n is an integer, and may be obtained by sampling a continuous-

time signal periodically. The reciprocal of the sampling period is known as the 

sampling frequency. There exists operations that, while are well defined when 

acting upon infinitely long signals, become ambiguous for finitely long signals. 

For example, reversing an infinite-length signal in time is easy 

x [ ~ n ]  =  x \ p ]  .  (1.2.1) 
p~—n 

A finite-length signal is only defined on a finite domain, so, unless the do

main is symmetric around the origin, the definition given above for reversing 

infinite-length signals doesn't make sense. Of all the possible ways to extend 

finite-length signals to infinite domains only two are commonly used. They are 

referred to as the circular and the linear extensions. The circular extension 

associates with each finite-length signal, x[n] n = A..B, A < B, an infinitely 

long signal x[n] defined as 

x [ n ]  —  y [ n  +  r N ] ,  (1.2.2) 
A — n  

7 —  ^  

where, if N  is greater than L ,  then x  is zero padded to length N .  x ,  being 

an infinite-length signal, is capable of handling any operation that arises in 

digital-signal processing. After the desired operation is completed and yields 

the infinite-length output y a finite length signal can be obtained from the 

output zy using 

!/W = { (1.2.3) 
• '  [ 0 ,  o t h e r w i s e .  ^  '  

The other common approach defines an infinitely long signal that is zero every

where except on the domain of y, where the two are equal. Both approaches may 

give rise to different answers upon processing, therefore when dealing with finite 

length signals, it may be important to specify which method was implemented. 
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A particulariy useful signal that arises frequently is the discrete-time impulse, 

or simply the impulse defined by the equation 

Contiimous signals are not always represented by functions. Some important 

signals, such as the continuous-time impulse only make sense in the theory of 

distributions. Some definitions of distributions will be given later. 

• Systems 

Systems are the entities responsible for the processing of signals. They are acted 

upon by signals and in turn produce other signals. In signal processing the ear 

can be seen as a system whose input is speech and whose output is the electrical 

impulses that are sent to the brain. 

Systems are classified in a similar way as signals. Continuous-time systems 

are those whose inputs and outputs are continuous-time signals. Similarly, 

discrete-time systems are those whose inputs and outputs are discrete-time sig

nals, but there are also systems whose input are continuous-time signals and 

whose outputs are discrete-time signals like, for example, an analog to digital 

(AD) converter. 

In general, a discrete-time system can be denoted as 

y [ n ] ^ T { x [ n ] } ,  (1.2.5) 

where T denotes the system, x denotes the input and y  indicates the output. 

For example, the digital-time system 

y [ n ]  =  x i n f '  —  o o  <  n  <  o o ,  (1.2.6) 

takes the input signal x, squares it, and produces the output signal y. 
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A system T is said to be linear if it satisfies the following equations 

T { x i [ n ] - \ - X 2 [ n ] }  =  T { x i [ n ] }  +  T { x 2 [ n ] }  

T { a x [ n ] }  =  a T { x [ n \ }  (1.2.7) 

where a  is an arbitrary constant and x i ,  x - z  and x are arbitrary sequences. 

A time-invariant system is defined by the condition 

T { x [ n  —  n O ] }  —  y [ n  —  n Q ] ,  (1.2.8) 

for all no- In other words, if y [ n ]  is the output that the system gives to input 

x[n], then, for all no the output produced by the input x[n — no] is y[n — no]-

Systems that are both linear and time-invariant can be completely characterized 

by their impulse response [14], so that if we let 

h [ n ]  =  T { 6 [ n ] } ,  (1.2.9) 

be the impulse response, then the output y [ n ]  will be 

OO 

y [ n ]  =  x [ k \ h [ n  —  k ] .  (1.2.10) 
k=—oo 

Once the impulse response of a linear time-invariant (LTI) system is known, 

the output y[n] can be computed for any given input x[n]. Equation (1.2.10) is 

known as the convolution operator and is typically denoted by 

y [ n ]  — a;[n] (g) h [ n ] .  (1.2.11) 

Difference equations of constant coefficients such as 

N  M  

^ aky[n - A:] = ̂  hkx[n - A:] (1.2.12) 
k=0 k=0 

are LTI systems whose input is x  and whose output are the solutions to the 

equation. A system is said to be stable if every bounded input produces a 
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bounded output. An LTI system is stable if and only if < oo. A 

system is said to be causal if the output for any n = rio depends only on the 

input for n < no. An LTI system is causal if and only if h['n] = 0 for n < 0. 

• The Discrete Fourier Transform 

The Fourier transform maybe the most important tool in signal processing if 

not the most widely used. It is used to represent the signal to be analyzed 

as combinations of simple waves. For discrete-time, finite length sequences the 

transform has the form 

AT-l 

X [ k ]  -  ̂a;[n]e"^ k  =  0 , . . . , N - l ,  (1.2.13) 
n=0 

where x [ n ]  n  =  0 , . . . ,  N  —  1  i s  a n  N  point discrete-time sequence and X [ k ]  is 

the N point discrete Fourier transform of x. One may recover x[n] uniquely 

from its discrete Fourier transform using 

N - L  

x [ n ]  =  - j j X [ k ] e  ^  n  =  0 , . . . ,  T V  —  1 .  ( 1 . 2 . 1 4 )  
fe=0 

This last equation is known as the inverse discrete Fourier transform. The X [ k ]  

are also known as the frequency components of x. They give an estimation of 

the total energy allocated to the frequency k/N from the total energy of the 

signal. 

The Fourier transform of the impulse response is called the transfer function 

of the system. An important property of these definitions is that the discrete 

Fourier transform of the convolution of two discrete-time signals is the product 

of the discrete Fourier transforms of the two signals. If A'[/;] and H[k] are the 

d i s c r e t e  F o u r i e r  t r a n s f o r m s  o f  x [ n ]  a n d  h [ n \ ,  r e s p e c t i v e l y ,  a n d  y [ n ]  =  x [ n ] ® h [ n ] ,  

then 

Y [ k ]  =  X [ k ] H [ k ] ,  (1.2.15) 
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where Y [ k ]  is the discrete Fourier transform of y [ n ] .  Thus, the Fourier transform 

of the output signal of a system may be obtained by multiplying the Fourier 

transform of the input signal by the transfer function of the system. 

• The z-Transforrn 

The z-transform is closely related to the Fourier transform. It is defined as 

JV-l 

X(~) == :r;[n]z-"", (1.2.16) 
n=0 

where x [ n ]  is an N  point discrete-time sequence and z is a complex variable. 

The Fourier transform is the z-transform evaluated in the unit circlc z — . 

The most important consequence of this definition is that a linear time-invariant 

system has a transfer function which is a rational function of the variable 2, for 

instance, 

Hi . )  = (1.2.17) 

• FIR and IIR filters 

A filter is a system which acts on a limited set of the frequency components of 

the input signal, by selecting them, erasing them or some other operation. LTI 

filters are classified in two groups. Finite impulse response (FIR) filters are LTI 

filters whose impulse response becomes zero in finite time, i.e., there exists a 

finite N such that h[in] — 0 for n > N. Infinite impulse response (IIR) filters 

are LTI filters whose impulse response never becomes zero. The later are filters 

i n  w h i c h  a t  l e a s t  o n e  n o n - z e r o  p o l e  o f  H { z )  i s  n o t  c a n c e l l e d  b y  a  z e r o  o f  H { z ) .  

The former have only one possible pole at 0. 

• The Moving Fourier Transform 

There are two standard definitions of the moving Fourier transform. For exam-
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pie Lini and Oppenheim ([15] p. 293) define it as 

OO 

X { u } c J ] =  x [ n ] w [ n  — /  =  —oo, . . . ,  oo ,  (1.2.18) 
n=—00 

whereas Oppenheim and Schafer ([14] p. 714) define the moving Fourier trans

form as 

OO 

X { o J c J ] ' =  x [ n  +  l t ] w [ n ] e ' ' ' ' ^ ' ' " '  I  =  —oo, . . . ,  oo .  (1.2.19) 
n=—oo 

Where x [ n ]  is the input signal, w [ n ]  is the window, u i c  are the angular center 

frequencies at which the transform is evaluated and t is the window step size. 

The only difference between the two definitions lies in their phase ([16] p. 333), 

but the later is chosen because of two reasons: it is more convenient to define 

the moving Fourier transform as a filter bank transform. Additionally, the 

phase of definition 1.2.19 makes more sense in the physical sense. A zero phase 

corresponds to the center of the window, so the phase changes with the window 

as it sweeps trough the time axis. 

In practice only finite length windows are used, therefore the sum over n  be

comes finite. 

N - L  

X ( u j c , I ]  —  x [ n  - f  i t ] i 6 ' [ r 7 , ] e ~ " ^ ' ' ' "  I  = — o o , . . .  , o o ,  (1.2.20) 
n=0 

where N  is the number of points in w [ n ] .  

In order to be able to reconstruct x [ n  +  ̂ i]w[n] exactly, a minimum of N  fre

quencies are needed, see [14] p. 718. In practice linear frequency scales of the 

f o r m  u j c [ k ]  —  2 7 r f c [ k ]  —  { 2 - K k ) / M  A -  =  0 , . . . ,  A f  —  1  a r e  u s e d ,  w h e r e  M  >  N  i s  

the total number of center frequencies. This substitution yields 

JV-l 

X [ k ,  / ]  =  x [ n  +  l t ] w [ n ] e  M  " I  =  —oo,. . . ,  o o  k  =  0 , . . . ,  M  —  1 .  
n=0 

(1.2.21) 
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Note that if the input signal index ranges from 0 to i — 1 and it is extended 

linearly to an infinite signal, then the index I will only give non-zero values in 

the range —[{N — l)/t] < I < [{L + N — l)/i], where [N/t] denotes the integer 

part of N/t. Values outside the range 0 < ^ < [{L — l)/t] are considered to be 

transient and are typically discarded, but they play an important role in the 

reconstruction of the input signal at its endpoints. 

The possible ways to invert the moving Fourier transform can be found in [15]. 

The most used ones are listed below. 

The filter-bank summation method is 

1 
^[n] = n =-oo, ...,oo. (1.2.22) 

This method can only be used when t  =  1  and 
M-L 

WW - k ]  = iVw[0] k '  =  0 , . . . ,  M - 1, (1.2.23) 
fc=0 

where W [ k ]  is the M point Fourier transform of w .  

The overlap-add method is defined as 
JV-l 

t  ~  x\n\ = E W(0)  ^  ' p=-~oo 

1 V—^ 1 2iTik(n-pt) 
n  — o o , . . . ,  o o .  ( 1 . 2 . 2 4 )  

fe=0 

This method works for any t  as long as w  obeys the following expression 

w\pt —  n ]  =  n  =  0 , . . . ,  M  —  1 .  ( 1 . 2 . 2 5 )  
p=0 

The generalized filter-bank summation is represented by 
N - L  oo 

~  ̂  ~  ^  ^  n  =  — o o , . . . ,  o o ,  ( 1 . 2 . 2 6 )  
k=G p=—oo 

where f [ n ]  is generally referred to as the synthesis filter. This inversion method 

works for any t  as long as 
00 

t  f [ n  —  p t ] w \ p t  —  n  +  iN]  =  Vn. (1.2.27) 
p =  —  Q O  
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Applications of the moving Fourier transform abound, the ones given here are selected 

for their importance ([17] [18], [19]). One of the first papers that applied the moving 

Fourier transform to speech is [20]. 

1.2.2 Continuous-Time Signal Processing 

Continuous filters may also be linear time-invariant and their action is also character

ized by a convolution with an impulse response. Similarly to discrete-time LTI sys

tems, continuous-time LTI systems can be seen as differential equations of constant 

coefficients. The notions of stability and causality extend naturally to contimious 

systems and the same thing applies to linear time-varying filters. 

• The Continuous Fourier Transform 

The Fourier transform of a continuous-time signal is defined by 

A continuous signal is band-limited if its Fourier transform is zero outside a ball 

of radius R, i. e., X{f) = 0 for |/| > R. If a continuous signal is known to be 

band-limited, it can always be characterized completely by its time samples as 

long as the sampling frequency is at least twice R. For a good introduction on 

the continuous Fourier transform see [21]. 

® Time-varying filters 

All the systems used in this thesis are linear. When referring to descriptions of 

operators, sometimes the word linear is omitted, so it is always assumed. Linear 

(time-varying) filters are usually defined by their Green's function ([22]), or by 

(1.2.28) 

Similarly, the inverse Fourier transform is given by 

(1.2.29) 
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their tirne-varying impulse response ([23]). The Green's function for the linear 

operator L is the solution to the equation 

L { g { T ,  t )}  =  5 { T  -  T )  (1.2.30) 

In other words, g{ t ,  r )  is the response of L at time t  to an impulse located at 

time T. The time-varying impulse response h is defined in a similar way. The 

function h{t, r) is the response of L at time t to an impulse located at time 

t — T. It is also the solution to the equation 

L{h{ t , r ) }  =  5 { T )  (1.2.31) 

which implies that h{ t ,  r) = g{t ,  t  — r) and g{ t ,  r) = h{t , t  — r). If g is known 

for a particular operator L, then finding solutions to the equation 

H v i t ) }  =  x { t )  (1.2.32) 

where x is a known function and y  is unknown, amounts to evaluating the 

integral 

y { t )  = j  X { T )  g { t , T )  ( I T ,  (1.2.33) 

or equivalently 

y { t )  =  J X { T )  h {t ,  t  —  T )  ( IT  = J h {t ,  r) x{t  — r) (IT .  (1.2.34) 

As systems can be seen as operators, the definition of time invariance applies 

here too. Since the difference between g and h is where the impulse started, it 

follows that for time-invariant operators g = h, so g{t, T) = g{t, t — r). Every 

T produces the same result at r and at t — T, SO g is really a function of one 

variable and g{t, r) = g{t — T) — g{t). The equation for y becomes, 

y(t) = J  X { T )  g{t  -  T )  d T ,  (1.2.35) 
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which, as expected, is a convolution. The function g  lost one of its dimensions 

when it became time-invariant. As shown in [23] the "Fourier' transform of 

h{t, r), H{t, fc) loses its dependency with respect to t when the filter becomes 

time invariant. Portnoff made an interesting connection between the convo

lution theorem of the Fourier transform and a similar result for time-varying 

filters. Define 

H{t ,  /,) = J hi t ,  r )  dr  (1.2.36) 

then as shown in [23], 

y{ t )  =  J H{t ,  Q  X(/,) df , , ,  (1.2.37) 

which is equivalent to 

y ( t )=  j H(S )X(} )e^""d f .  (1.2.38) 

In the time-invariant case, so that H loses its time dependence as h{ t ,  r) = 

h{t, t — r) = h{t — t + T) — h{T). G on the other hand depends on both t and r. 

The relation between G and y in the time-varying case may be obtained using 

equation (1.2.36) 

J h { t ,  T )  d T  =  J G I T ,  t  - T )  d r  = G(t, - f c )  (1.2.39) 

so that H i t ,  f c )  = G i t ,  —  f c )  and 

y{ t )  =  f G(t ,  - / , )  X{ f , )  dU (1.2.40) 

• The Gabor Transform 

The continuous version of the moving Fourier transform is called the Gabor 

transform and it is defined as follows 

/

OO 

a:(r)-u,'*(r — t ) e ' ' ^ ^ ' ^  d r .  (1.2.41) 
•OO 
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The function x ( t )  can be recovered using the inversion formula given by 

/

OO f O O  

/  { Q x v x ) { f c , T ) w { t  - (1.2.42) 
•00 J —oo 

Background material on the Gab or transform can be found in references [24], [25], 

and [26]. 

• The Continuous Wavelet Transform 

The continuous wavelet transform (CWT) is defined as follows 

T  —  f  
(W^x)( t ,a )=  /  X { T ) I I J * {  )dr, (1.2.43) 

J -x, a 

where / G -L^(R) is the input signal, and ip e L^(R) is the wavelet which must 

satisfy 

0 < C = r ~^df < oo. (1.2.44) 
J  — 00 1/ I 

This constrain is also called the admissibility condition. For wavelets whose 

Fourier transform is continuous at zero, admissibility implies that they must 

also have zero mean, i.e., 

/

OO 

i p { t )  d t  =  0. (1.2.45) 
-OO 

If the admissibility condition is met, then x { t )  can be recovered using 

f ° °  f ° °  f  — T  da  
x { t )  -  C  '  /  /  {yV ,px){T, a)ip{ )dT—. (1.2.46) 

J  —OO J  — OO ® ^ 

No good wavelet bibliography lacks the volumes by Daubechies ([25]) and 

Holschneider ([27]). For some practical applications of the CWT see references 

[28] - [35]. The first examples of "wavelets" found so far are [36] and [37], where 

the authors used the Gab or transform and scaled it like a wavelet. 

• Hilbert Spaces and Frames 

A metric space X  is complete if every Cauchy sequence of points from X  con

verges to a limit in X. A Hilbert space H is an inner-product space which is 
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complete with respect to its natural metric defined by ||a; — y \ \ ,  where ||a;|l = 

and < x,y > is the inner product of x,y £ X. A frame is a count

able sequence of vectors in a Hiibert space H such that there are constant 

A, B >0 that satisfy 

A\\x\^ <^^\ < x,xj > ^ < B\\x\\^ \fx e H (1.2.47) 
i 

For any given frame, the largest possible A and the smallest possible B are called 

the frame bounds. A frame is tight if A — B and normalized if A = B = 1. 

If all the vectors of a normalized frame have unit norm, then they form and 

orthonormal basis for H. For more on frames, see [38]. 

• Distributions 

The space of functions from R to R or C that are infinitely differentiable and 

have compact support is called the space of test functions and is denoted by 

C~(R) or by D(R). A distribution is a continuous linear functional T from 

D(R) to C and it is denoted by D'(M). The distributions G £>'(R) associated 

with locally integrable functions x G H(R) through the linear functional 

/

OO 

x{t)4>{t)dt y c f )  e  D { R )  (1.2.48) 
•OO 

are called regular distributions. Distributions that are not regular are called 

non-regular or singular distributions. For example the distribution defined by 

the functional 

< 5 , < p > =  0(0) \ / ( j )  e  D { R )  (1.2.49) 

is singular. A function is said to be of rapid decay if for all p  G N 

lini \ t ^ x { t )  \  — 0 (1.2.50) 
|t|—»-oo 

The space of functions that are infinitely differentiable and of rapid decay are 

called the Schwartz class of functions and it is denoted by S(R). The space of 
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continuous linear functionals T from S(R) to C is called the space of tempered 

distributions and is denoted by S'{R). The theory of distributions can be used 

to define generalized filters that perform continuous-time signal processing. For 

an excellent introduction on this topic see [21]. A more detailed exposition can 

be found in [22]. 
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CHAPTER 2 

FILTER-BANK TRANSFORMS WITH EXACT INVERSES 

2.1 Motivation 

Speech patterns produce signals whose frequency components vary with time, i.e. 

they are non-stationary ([39], [40], [41]). The cochlea is sensitive to frequencies in the 

20Hz-20KHz range ([41]), but speech lies in the 80Hz-3000Hz range. The transcrip

tion of a two second piece of speech by its frequency description alone is impossible 

because in order to obtain the amount of energy allocated to a particular frequency 

the entire length of the signal in time must be considered. Therefore there is no way 

to localize the occurrence of a particular frequency component in time. A more com

plete description of specch can be obtained by dividing the total length of the signal 

into small, overlapping segments where the signal is approximately stationary. In 

order to avoid artifacts at the ends of the fragments, one can multiply each segment 

by a smooth function or window. Stationarity within each fragment allows the use of 

standard stationary tools like the Fourier transform. 

This type of approach leads to the continuous Gabor transform and its discrete coun

terparts, also known as the moving Fourier transform or the short-time Fourier trans

form. Gabor ([24]) proposed dividing the signal in overlapping fragments of equal 

length and taking the Fourier transform of each section after properly windowing it. 

Thus, a time-frequency image of the signal appears, that is, a two dimensional signal 

whose X axis is time and whose y axis is frequency. Using this image it should be 

apparent which frequencies appear at a particular time, but there is a problem with 

this method. High frequency components, that is, oscillations on the signal that occur 

very rapidly, only appear during relatively short periods of time. Therefore, if many 

distinct high frequency components occur within a window duration, the signal is no 
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longer stationary there and the method fails. On the other hand, low frequency com

ponents are those that have a relatively low number of oscillations within the duration 

of the signal, so if the window duration is too small, the low frequency components 

do not appear to be oscillatory at all. If there is a lot of variability on the frequency 

components within the length of the input signal, then there is no one window length 

that can capture all of them efficiently. 

The window duration, also known as the time resolution, has a counterpart in the 

frequency or Fourier domain. The frequency resolution is proportional to the number 

of frequencies that are covered by the Fourier transform of the window. Just as the 

window must progress in time to cover the entire signal, its Fourier transform must 

progress in frequency to cover the entire frequency domain. A fundamental property 

of Fourier transforms is that the time and frequency resolutions are inversely propor

tional to each other. If a signal is very concentrated in time, its Fourier transform 

must be spread out in frequency and vice-versa. In fact, the Heisenberg uncertainty 

principle states that, for any given signal, the product of the time and frequency 

resolutions is equal to a constant which depends on the signal and that this constant 

is minimized by the Gaussian class of functions. Since the Gabor transform keeps 

the time resolution constant, it follows that the frequency resolution must be kept 

constant as it sweeps through the frequency domain. Thus, for the Gabor transform, 

there exists a trade-off between the time and the frequency resolutions. Window 

lengths that provide a good time resolution will perform poorly on the frequency 

domain and vice-versa. 

There is another way to view the Gabor transform. Every row of the time-frequency 

image labelled by the center frequency is obtained by convolving the input sig

nal with a band-pass filter whose center frequency is fc. For every fc of the Gabor 

transform the window length is kept constant, so the only way to increase the center 

frequency of the band-pass filter is to add to the number of oscillations that lay inside 

the window. A possible way to avoid the time-frequency trade-off is to change the 
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window length in a way that is inversely proportional to the center frequency. As cen

ter frequencies increase in value, the window length decreases proportionally. That 

means that the frequency resolution can increase linearly with the center frequency, 

so that the ratio of center frequency to frequency resolution is kept constant. This 

ratio, referred to as the quality factor, is denoted by the symbol Q. Wavelets are an 

example of a constant Q filters. It is easy to see that for wavelets the Heisenberg 

uncertainty principle is respected, because the product of the time and frequency 

resolutions is kept constant. -Just like the Gabor transform this method also presents 

problems. For the continuous wavelet transform to have an exact inverse, all center 

frequencies must be used, which is impossible in practical applications. It is possi

ble to discretize the wavelet transform and still obtained perfect inversions, but this 

imposes severe restrictions on the center frequency scales. Besides, it is unclear that 

natural systems that perform time-frequency analysis, like the human ear, treat all 

center frequencies the same way. As mentioned in the introduction the quality factor 

of the filters changes with center frequency, even though, for high center frequencies, 

it is approximately constant. If, for a particular problem, there is a know relation be

tween center frequency and frequency resolution that is not like the wavelet or Gabor 

imposed relations, then both the Gabor and wavelet transforms will not be optimal 

at one end of the center frequency spectrum. We need a generalization of the time-

frequency transforms that allow us to construct equivalents to the Gabor and wavelet 

transforms that conform to certain specifications. In this thesis we present such a 

generalization and we explore its consequences both numerically and analytically. 

Transforms like the continuous wavelet or the short time Fourier have typically been 

understood in the context of square integrable group representations. For example, 

the Gabor functions are generated by the action of the Weyl-Heisenberg group on a 

window. Similarly, the action of the affine group on a function of zero area generates 

wavelets. In this context, the wavelet and Gabor transforms are a 2-pararaetcr family 

of functions. For the Gabor transform the parameters are modulation and translation. 
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For wavelets the parameters are scaling and translation. To apply the action of the 

group, inner products of the signals to analyzed with each member of the family are 

taken, and for each inner product a scalar is produced. The transforms are redundant, 

or over-complete, because the input signals are 1-dimensional and the set of functions 

used to analyze it are three dimensional. For example, for the Gab or transform the 

functions used arc gt,ujcij) = fj{t — Discretizing these transforms leads to the 

theory of frames. When frames are not tight, there is no unique way to represent 

elements of the Hilbert space. When frames are tight and of unit length, they become 

orthogonal basis and the representation is unique. But in order to make a non-tight 

frame into a tight frame of unit vectors we need to eliminate elements from the frame. 

How many? exactly the number that gives us redundancy. Note that both the affine 

and the Weyl-Heisenberg groups arc Abelian, so that the inverse of each operator is 

well defined. Inverses for the transform associated with the group can be built from 

the 2-pararneter family of inverses supplied by the group. 

We take a different approach. In order to analyze 1-d functions we use a l-parameter 

family functions. If we think of the independent variable of the class of signals to 

be analyzed as time, then we think of the transform as a l-parameter family of 

functions of time whose parameter is frequency, in other words, a time-frequency 

transform. In this view, each element of the family may not have an inverse, it is only 

required that the family has an inverse as a whole. This way, the number of possible 

inverses is greatly reduced and their determination is much easier. Additionally the 

lack of orthonormality between members of the family is almost guaranteed by the 

redundancy of the transform, which should provide enough freedom to construct 

transforms and inverses to required specifications. 

When considering linear time-invariant systems, the translation operator is always 

present in the form of convolution. If the convolution operator could be used as an 

inner product, time-frequency representations could be reduced to l-parameter family 

problems. Unfortunately this is not possible. The convolution operator yields signals. 
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and inner products must yield scalars. The natural extension of the convolution 

operator to inner products does not work well, the inner product is just the product 

of the means of the signals. Signals with zero mean become zeros of the vector space 

created and the induced norm only compares means of signals. Another problem 

with the convolution operator is that it is not always associative, for an example see 

[21] p. 306, but there is evidence ([42]) that, when dealing with linear time-invariant 

systems of any kind (continuous, discrete or mixed), the convolution operator is indeed 

associative. A function space where convolution is associative is the space of finite 

length digital signals, which is considered first. The case of infinitely long, continuous-

time signals will be addressed in section 2.3. 

The body of theory presented in chapters 2, 3, and 5 represents novel contributions, 

although it must be said that bits and pieces have appeared in previous literature. 

For example, efficient computations of uniformly sampled versions of the continuous 

wavelet transform abound, a simple search turned dozens of entries on efficient CWT 

computations. A few are given here ([43] - [48]) but the invertibility of such transforms 

is seldom discussed and most of them require center frequency scales that, although 

arbitrary dense, are of logarithmic type. Perfect reconstruction filter banks that avoid 

the integer-band sampling condition are looked at by Nayebi et al. ([49]), but their 

filters are not uniformly sampled in time. In [50], the autliors devise a method for 

inverting auditory-based cochlear transforms that have been modified non-linearly. 

Continuous linear time-frequency representations with exact inverses were presented 

in [51], where moving Fourier transforms were modified using a phase gradient fo

cusing technique. In [52], the author treats discretizations of the continuous wavelet 

transform as outputs of filter banks, and, although he gives conditions for exact re

construction, he does not attempt to correct the filter bank when the conditions are 

not met. 
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2.2 The Discrete Case 

2.2.1 Methods for Achieving Exact Synthesis 

Given the output of an analysis filter bank, we describe two basic approaches to 

achieve exact reconstruction of the input. They both involve the creation of a syn

thesis filter bank whose outputs are added to form the input. In the first approach the 

output of the analysis filter bank contains all the frequencies present in the original 

signal, i.e., information is not destroyed, but only rearranged. This is the case in the 

moving Fourier, or cochlear transform. Then the analysis and synthesis filter banks 

can be identical, except for a possible over-all multiplicative factor, or alternatively, 

all the synthesis filters can be identical. This is inversion by filter multiplication. In 

filter multiplication the synthesis filter transfer functions are multiplied by a universal 

function of frequency determined by the analysis filters. 

If the analysis filters are properly chosen, all the synthesis filters can be identical, 

and inversion is achieved by adding the outputs of all the analysis filters, and con

volving the sum with the universal function. We refer to this procedure as inversion 

by projection. 

The second approach is necessary when the analysis filter bank destroys informa

tion, e.g. when the zero frequency content of a signal is removed by the continuous 

wavelet transform. In this case filters passing the missing information through to 

the synthesis filter bank are added to the analysis section. This is inversion by filter 

addition. 

As will be shown below, realizing a perfectly reconstructing discrete approximation 

to the continuous wavelet transform utilizes both filter multiplication and addition. 

The Fourier transform of the continuous filter's impulse responses are truncated to 

guarantee that they have finite support in frequency, and then the filters are dis-

cretized. The deleterious effects of truncation and discretization are removed by filter 

multiplication. In addition, a low-pass filter is added to pass zero frequency, and 
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achieve exact reconstruction. 

In addition to these two approaches to exact reconstruction, an iterative technique 

that can achievc reconstruction to arbitrary accuracy will be described. Finally, if 

only approximate reconstruction is required, two simple methods for improving, but 

not perfecting, reconstruction are mentioned. 

2.2.2 Multiply the Filters by a Universal Function 

The discrete analysis filter-bank transform Xi[n] = {Xh,x)i[n] of a signal x[m] is 

defined by 

Xi[n] = hi[n — m]x[m] 
m 

= hi<^x, (2.2.1) 

where hi[n] = h*[—?i] is the impulse response of the filter in the filter bank, and 

h* is the complex conjugate of h. 

The synthesis transform is defined by 

- 5353 ~ m]Xi[m\ 
I m 

= (2.2.2) 

I 

where the sequence gi[n] must be found so that exact reconstruction holds. Neces

sary and sufficient conditions for exact reconstruction are contained in the following 

theorem. 

Theorem 2.2.1. Let a signal x[n] contain all frequencies up to the Nyquist frequency, 

i.e., X[k] 7^ 0 V fc,. Define the analysis and synthesis filter-bank transforms of x[n] 

by equations (2.2.1) and (2.2.2). Define the discrete Fourier transform by 

(2.2.3) X [ k ]  —  y ^ . x [ T O ] e  
n 
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and let Hi and Gi be the discrete Fourier transforms of hi and gi. Then a necessary 

and sufficient condition for exact reconstruction by the synthesis filter bank is that 

T[k] = J2\Hi[k]\^^0\fk. (2.2.4) 
I 

The reconstruction filters are given by 

G,W = (2.2.5) 

where Gi[k] is the discrete Fourier transform of gi[n]. 

Proof. In the frequency domain the analysis and synthesis transforms defined by 

equations (2.2.1) and (2.2.2) become 

X i [ k ]  =  H : [ k ] X [ k ] ,  (2.2.6) 

and 

X [ k ]  =  J 2 G i [ k ] X i [ k ] ,  (2.2.7) 
I 

where Xi is the discrete Fourier transform of Xi. The necessary condition follows 

from a proof by contradiction: Suppose T[fco] = Ylt = 0 for some frequency 

ko- Then Hilko] = 0 V I. Therefore Xilko] = 0 VI, which implies that X[kQ] = 0, 

contradicting the assumption that X does not vanish at ko. In other words, equation 

(2.2.4) is necessary for exact reconstruction because a zero value for the sum at 

some frequency ko means that the filter-bank output does not contain information 

about that frequency, and therefore that frequency cannot appear in the reconstructed 

signal. The sufficient condition is established by verifying that the synthesis filter Gi 

given in equation (2.2.5) leads to an exact reconstruction of /. The expression for 
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reconstruction is 

I I 
H i [ k ] H l [ k ] X [ k ]  

^  T [ k ]  

=  X [ k ] .  (2.2.8) 

Therefore the reconstruction is exact. • 

Multiplying each Hi by T^^[k] to form the inversion filter Gi guarantees exact recon

struction. We call this process multiplicative correction. For a properly windowed 

short-time Fourier transform, T[k] = 1. What follow are some examples on how to 

create synthesis filters from given analysis filters. 

• Create the synthesis filters with multiplicative correction, as in equation (2.2.5). 

In the time domain, the synthesis filter impulse responses are given by 

The synthesis filter impulse responses equal the complex conjugated 

time-reversed analysis filter impulse responses, convolved with the multiplicative 

correction filter whose transfer function is T'^[k]. When inverting, it is easiest 

to perform an approximate inversion with the Hi[k], and then convolve the 

resulting signal with [A;]. The multiplicative correction filter is not band 

limited and typically has peaks between the peaks of band limited filter-bank 

filters 

Alternatively, the same filters can be used for analysis and synthesis if the 

original filter transfer function is divided by the square root of the multiplicative 

2-KIKN 
(2.2.9) 
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correction factor, 

(2.2.10) 

(2.2.11) G i [ k ]  =  i / r "  ' [ k ] .  

Although conceptually simple, making the analysis and synthesis filters identical 

may result in filters that are difficult to realize digitally. 

• Create the synthesis filters by iteration. If the filter bank uses IIR filters, cor

rection by iteration may be faster than multiplicative correction, but inversion, 

while more accurate, remains approximate. 

• Add one or more filters to the filter bank to pass those frequencies ko that are 

entirely eliminated by the filter bank when Hi[ko] = 0 V A'o-

2.2.3 Introduce an Additional Filter 

If a filter bank cannot be used for synthesis because the analysis filter bank destroys 

frequencies, then an additional filter can be added to the analysis bank to pass the 

destroyed frequencies onto the synthesis filter bank. Let there be L filters in the 

original filter bank with transfer functions Hi[k], I — 0, • • • , L — 1, and call the 

transfer function of the additional filter A[k] = Hilk] . Then it is easy to show tliat 

the original filter bank with the additional filter 

gives perfect reconstruction if the same filter bank is used for analysis and synthesis, 

i . e . ,  G i [ k ]  =  H i [ k ] ,  /  =  0 ,  •  •  •  L .  

2.2.4 Add the Filter-Bank Outputs 

If the analysis filters are properly chosen, reconstruction can be achieved by adding 

their outputs, and convolving the resulting sum with a universal function that depends 

L-l 
(2.2.12) 
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only on the analysis filters. Explicitly, 

Theorem 2.2.2. If X[A:] ^ OVA:, a necessary and sufficient condition for exact 

filter-bank reconstruction is that 

Ht[k]^Qyk. (2.2.13) 
I 

The reconstruction filters are given by 

G[fc] = a , {k ]  =  (2.2.14) 

Proof. In the frequency domain the analysis and synthesis transforms defined by 

equations (2.2.1) and (2.2.2) become 

X i [ k ]  =  H ; [ k ] X [ k ] ,  (2.2.15) 

and 

Xlk]  = 5; G [ k ] X ^ [ k ] .  (2.2.16) 
I 

The necessary condition follows from a proof by contradiction: Suppose T ' [ k o ]  —  

Hi[ko] = 0 for some frequency ko. Then Fi[ko] = 0 V / which implies that X[ko] = 0 

contradicting the assumption that F does not vanish at ko. The sufficient condition 

is established by verifying that the synthesis filter given in equation (2.2.14) leads to 

the exact reconstruction of /. The equation for reconstruction is 

=  X [ k ] .  (2.2.17) 

We call this inversion process the "projection" method of inversion. Note that all 

reconstruction filters for projection inversion are identical. • 

While projection inversion is computationally faster than multiplicative inversion, it 

suffers two major drawbacks. As we will see, error handling is less robust for the 
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projection method, but more importantly, if the input signal is real and only positive 

center frequencies are considered, then inversion by projection may return the Hilbert 

transform of the input signal. 

2.2.5 Iterate the Filter-Bank Outputs 

It is possible to use the same filter bank for both analysis and synthesis, if the fil

ters are properly chosen. Suppose, however, that only a few filters of a very simple 

form are chosen, that, for example, are easy to implement, but do not lead to exact 

reconstruction. It is then possible to achieve reconstruction to arbitrary accuracy 

by an iterative procedure if the succession of analysis and synthesis transforms give 

approximate reconstruction. Call the succession of analysis and synthesis transforms 

T. Assume this succession of transforms is almost the identity, T 1. By passing 

the error though T and adding the result to the imperfect inversion, the inversion 

is improved. More precisely, suppose that the analysis filter and the imperfect 

synthesis filter Gi are simply related, e.g., Gi[k] = Hi[k], and that the "round-trip 

operator" = T[k] ^ 1, for some k, i.e., the inversion is not perfect. In 

order to find a synthesis filter that improves reconstruction, first normalize the filters 

to guarantee that the round-trip operator T lies between 0 and 2 for all frequencies, 

i.e., 0 < T[k] < 2, V k. As will become clear below, this condition is necessary and 

sufficient for the iteration to converge. Let X be the Fourier transform of the input 

signal, and Xi be the first estimate of X found by applying the round-trip operator 

to X, and Ai the error in the estimate, 

(2.2.18) 
I 

and 

AI = A' - XI = (1 - T ) X  =  S X ,  (2.2.19) 

where <5 is the deviation of the round-trip operator from 1. The second estimate is 

found by applying the first iteration operator to the error Ai and adding the result 
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to the first estimate, 

X2 = Xi + TAi = T2X. (2.2.20) 

In general, the (n + estimate is found by applying the first iteration operator to 

the error A„ and adding the result to the estimate, 

X„+I = + TA„ = T„+IX, (2.2.21) 

where the error after the iteration is given by 

A„ = X - A-„. (2.2.22) 

To see that this iteration converges, i.e., that lim„_>oo Tn = 1, note that T„ obeys the 

recursion relation 

T,+i=T„ + T(l-T„), (2.2.23) 

whose solution is 

T„ = 1 - 5". (2.2.24) 

In the limit as w —> 00, T„ —> 1 if and only if —1 < (5 < 1, or 0 < T < 2. Equation 

(2.2.24) implies that reconstructing by iterating n times is equivalent to reconstructing 

with the synthesis filter = (1. + 5 H + since 

I I 
= (1 + ^ + • • • + S"-') 

I 
=  { • [ + S + - - -  +  S " - ^ ) T X  

= (l + (5 + --- + 5"--i)(l -5)X 

= (1 - (5")X = TNX. (2.2.25) 

In the limit as n approaches infinity, 

lim GIN = lini (1 + 5 + • • • + 
n—^oo n~^QO 

HI HI HI 
1-5 T EI\HI[KW 

= GI, (2.2.26) 
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the same expression for GI given in equation (2.2.5). After the nth iteration, the 

relative error in the approximation can be bounded by 

= 1^ - P.2.27) 

To achieve a relative error of e, less than , ^ + 1 iterations have to be per-

formed, where is the k  at which T [ k ]  has its minimum value. 

2.2.6 Approximate Reconstruction 

In some applications, exact reconstruction is not necessary. For example, if the input 

signals have noise, a perfect reconstruction filter-bank does not yield a significant ad

vantage over an almost-perfect reconstruction filter-bank. If the overall contribution 

of the filter bank is very different from one, it is possible to make simple modifications 

to the filters so that the overall contribution is as close to one as possible. 

• Change the amplitude of the reconstruction filter 

Perfect reconstruction fails when the "identity is not resolved," i.e., 

Yli Hi[k]Gi[k] ^ 1. A simple way to improve reconstruction is to re-scale each 

of the Gi with a real positive constant pi so as to bring this sum closer to 1, i.e., 

so that p[l]Hi[k]Gi[k] w 1. To find the p[l], form a matrix Mij with entries 

(2.2.28) 

and solve the linear system MP — 1, where 1 is the vector whose entries are 

all ones. Depending on the rank of the matrix, one may, or may not, be able 

to obtain an exact solution. When an exact sohition is not possible, the non-

negative least square (NNLS) algorithm may be used to find the vector p that 

minimizes 11Mp — 1|| subject to the constraint p>0. For details on the NNLS 

algorithm, refer to [53]. A filter bank is said to be normalized if the solution of 

the NNLS algorithm applied to it is p = 1. 
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• Time-align the filter impulse responses 

Perfect reconstruction may fail if the phases of the synthesis filters are not 

properly chosen. For example, by adding phases that are linear functions of 

frequency to the phases of the transfer functions of a perfectly reconstructing 

filter bank, perfect reconstruction will be destroyed. A technique used to im

prove reconstruction in those cases is to translate the impulse responses of the 

filters so that their peaks occur at the same time. This approach is used, for 

example, in [54] to correct filter banks based on the gamma-tone filters. Here 

all the synthesis filters are chosen to have the same amplitude. 

2.2.7 Computing The Hilbert Transform with a Filter Bank 

The Hilbert transform of a finite length sequence x{m] is defined ([14]) as 

1 ^-1 
x ^ [ n ]  =  —  x [ m ] v j ^ [ n  —  m], (2.2.29) 

m=0 

where 
= I -2cot(™/Af), nodd, 2 

^ ^ [ 0, n even. ^ ' 

The transfer function of an ideal Hilbert transformer is 

{i, for 0 < A: < iV/2, 
f o i N / 2 < k <  N  - 1 ,  (2.2.31) 

0, otherwise. 

so that X ^ [ k ]  =  T ^ [ k ] X [ k ] .  Suppose that upon inversion of the filter-bank transform 

we wanted to compute the Hilbert transform of the input signal instead of recovering 

the input signal proper. The following theorems will address this point. 

Theorem 2.2.3. Let hi[n] he a perfect reconstruction filter bunk, i.e., 

= (2-2-32) 
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Then 

x^[n\ = hi[n — m]Xi[m]. (2.2.33) 
I M 

Proof. In the frequency domain, the synthesis transform is 

J2snkmi=], (2.2.34) 
I 

where 

X i [ k ] =  H ; [ k ] X [ k ] .  (2.2.35) 

Then 

Y , H ^ [ k ] X i [ k ]  =  Y , T ' ' [ k ] \ H i [ k f X [ k ]  =  X \ k ] .  (2.2.36) 
I I 

• 

Notice that, if the filters of a filter bank are real and their Fourier transform are purely 

imaginary, then the overall contribution of the filter bank for the projection inversion 

becomes purely imaginary. In order to obtain exact reconstruction, therefore the sum 

J 2 H ^ [ k ]  =  0 ,  I  e  N  (2.2.37) 
I 

where N are the natural numbers, so that reconstruction of the signal is not possible. 

The Hilbert transform of the input signal may be recovered instead if the filter bank 

has the property that 

J 2 H l [ k ] = - i ,  I  e  N +  (2.2.38) 
I 

because, for k that represent negative frequencies, 

'£Hllk] = ̂ i (2.2.39) 

I 

using the fact, that, for real signals H [ k ]  =  — H [ — k ] .  In order to compute the 

Hilbert transform exactly, filter-banks that yield approximate Hilbert transforms can 

be modified using real multiplicative inversion corrections. 
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2.2.8 Filter-Bank Approximations to the Continuous Wavelet Transform 

Digital implementations of the continuous wavelet transform (CWT) break the sym

metry that guarantees the existence of its inverse. Two factors contribute to symmetry 

breaking, corresponding to the maximum and minimum center frequencies included 

in the transform. The sampling rate of the input signal determines the maximum 

center frequency. A lower limit to the minimum center frequency is set by the length 

of the signal. The methods described in the previous sections can be used to mod

ify the analysis and/or synthesis filters used to discretize the CWT so tliat perfect 

reconstruction is maintained upon inversion. The CWT is defined by 

1 T — f  

{ W ^ , x ) { a,t )  =—= )dr (2.2.40) 
•y |o| J—oo ^ 

where a is the scale parameter. To create a time-frequency representation the variable 

a must be converted to the appropriate center frequency fc- If the mother wavelet 

has a center frequency of /o, then a = /o//c- We can assume, w.l.o.g, that fo = 1, so 

that the change of variables a = 1 / fc becomes 

poo 

(>VV; r )(/c, 0 =  v17^ /  x { r ) i j ) * { f c { r - t ) ) d T .  (2.2.41) 
J —OO 

The function x { t )  can be recovered using the inverse contiimous wavelet transform 

defined as 

/

CX) poo 

/  - t ) ) d r d f e ,  (2.2.42) 
•00 J —OO 

which can be obtained using equation (1.2.46) with the changes of variables indicated 

above, as long as 

0 < C =  [  ffi^d/e<oo (2.2.43) 
J - o o  \ j c \  

The time axis is discretized uniformly, while the frequency axis is discretized loga

r i t h m i c a l l y ,  i . e . ,  t n  =  n  A t ,  n  —  0 . . .  N  —  1  a n d  f c , i  =  e x p ( l  A f ^ )  , l  =  0 . . .  L  —  
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1, A/c = (log fmax — log fmin)/(L — l). To approximate the integrals we use some inte

gration scheme like Simpson's or the Trapezoidal rule, so that the analysis transform 

reads N - l  
(>V^a;)[l,n] = J] - A CmAt, (2.2.44) 

m=0 

where { W ^ ^ x ) [ i , n ]  = (>V$a;)(/cj,t„), x [ n ]  = x(t„) and = i p { f c , i  t n )  and the c^'s 

are defined by the integration rule. This definition coincides with equation (2.2.1) 

using hi[n] = ^/\f^\1p^[n]cnAt. The synthesis transform is discretized similarly 

L N-l . , .r 
"•] vl^ ["• - '"•] ——^(2.2.45) 

i=0 m=0 

which is the same as equation (2.2.2) if 

g i [ n ]  =  C ' ^  ̂ \ f c , i \ i p i \ n ]  c„ At ik A/^. (2.2.46) 

where di are integration method dependent. The overall contribution of the filter-bank 

is then 

L-l 
T[k \  EE 

1=0 

= C-V„Aej2\U\ni=]\'dAf, (2.2.47) 
1=0 

If T [ k ]  is not one for all k ,  then we need to use one of the correction techniques to 

achieve perfect reconstruction. Equations (2.2.44) and (2.2.45) can be implemented 

as FIR or IIR filters. 

• FIR Implementations 

In order to test the efficiency of the methods described above, we choose a filter 

bank with only five filters. The input signal is assumed to be sampled uniformly 

at 8000 Hz. The input signal is also assumed to be moderately oversampled and 

long enough so that its important features lie in the 100-2000 Hz range. The 
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mother wavelet is chosen to be a frequency sampled Mexican hat. The resulting 

filter bank together with its overall contribution are shown in figure 2.1. To 

obtain perfect reconstruction in the range 100-2000 Hz, multiplicative correction 

is applied to the region 100-4000 Hz, i.e., the correction factor becomes 

T [ k ]  =  l^'[100 < f k <  4000]p, f k  =  k  =  Q . . . N / 2  (2.2.48) 
I 

The rest of the frequencies can be recovered using an additional filter of the 

form given in equation (2.2.12). The resulting synthesis filters computed using 

equation (2.2.5) together with their overall contribution are shown in figure 2.1 

as a dashed line. The filters computed using equation (2.2.11) are shown as a 

dotted line in the same figure. In figure 2.2 the analysis filters are normalized 

using the method described in section 2.2.6 prior to the application of the mul

tiplicative correction. Figures 2.5 and 2.6 show the same filter bank before and 

after applying multiplicative correction to the projection inversion method. For 

the Hilbert reconstruction examples, the Gaussian derivative wavelet is chosen 

because its transfer function is purely imaginary. 

® IIR implementations 

The recursive nature of HR filters provide algorithms that are much faster than 

their FIR counterparts. The fast computation of CWT's using IIR implemen

tations is possible for causal wavelets, like the derivative of a damped sine. The 

application of the multiplicative correction method requires the computation of 

T[k] defined by equation (2.2.4). Computing T exactly means that the entire 

infinite length of the impulse responses must be used, in other words, T must 

be considered as a function of continuous frequency and the sum becomes an 

integral. An elegant workaround is provided by the use of truncated IIR. filters 

(TIIR's) as described in [55]. TIIR's are FIR filters obtained by truncating 

the impulse response of an IIR filter to a desired length. The resulting FIR. 
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filters can be computed recursively, with little additional computational cost 

from the original IIR filters. T is then computed from the impulse responses of 

the TIIR's. The multiplicative correction factor 1/T is an FIR filter which is 

applied only once to the uncorrected inverse of the filter-bank transform. For 

additional details on the IIR CWT algorithm see section 4.8. As before five 

second order filters whose center frequencies are logarithmically, spaced in the 

range 100Hz-4000Hz are used. The resulting filter bank and the multiplicative 

corrected synthesis filters arc shown in figure 2.14. In figure 2.15 we show the 

overall contribution of the filter-bank together with one, two, three, and an infi

nite number of iterations using the method described in section 2.2.5. In figure 

2.16 we show how the second filter in the filter-bank evolves with the iterations. 

2.3 The Continuous Case 

Continuous-time generalizations of filter-bank transforms are introduced together 

with their inverses. If both the analysis and synthesis filters are required to be 

time invariant, then it is possible to formulate necessary and sufficient conditions 

that guarantee perfect reconstruction for any finite energy input. These conditions 

are given in the form of an integral equation that must be solved for the analysis 

or the synthesis functions. This method is then applied to the problem of finding 

all possible linear time-invariant filters banks that invert exactly for a given analysis 

filter-bank, like the ones in the Gabor and the wavelet transform. The form of the 

inverses and their relation to time-varying filters indicate that the Gabor and the 

continuous wavelet transforms can be seen as two extremes of linear time-invariant 

filters. Between them exist transforms that have arbitrary variation of their quality 

numbers. One such variation, the one corresponding to the cochlea, will be explored 

briefly. 
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2.3.1 The Convolution Transform 

In parallel to filter-bank transform definitions, the continuous-time equivalent is a 

transformation in which the input signal is convolved with a family of signals called 

the analysis functions. In the infinitely-long, continuous-time case, convergence of 

the integrals is necessary. Therefore the input signals must have finite energy. The 

filters-banks must be of rapid decay and associative under the convolution operator. 

Let x{t) G X-(R) the space of square integrable functions and ipf^{t) be in the sub-

space Scoriv (R) of 5(R) such that any trio in Sconvi^) associates with respect to the 

convolution operator. Additionally it is required that G L^(R) VT G R so that 

the projection integrals are convergent. The convolution transform, continuous-time 

filter-bank transform, or simply the filter-bank transform is defined as 

Definition 2.3.1. For any x { t )  G L^(R) and any G Scanv(R) x I'^(R) define 

the continuous filter bank transform as the integral 

/

OO 

x { r )  - x p l X r  -  t )  d r  f c - t  G R. (2.3.1) 
•CX) 

The integral is well defined and finite for all [ t ,  f c )  pairs because of the rapid decay 

of ijj. For each fc, fpfdt) is the transfer function of a linear time-invariant continuous 

filter. The following notation is used. Let ip^t) = where -0* is the complex 

conjugate of ip. The continuous Fourier transform of is denoted by Convolution 

is denoted by (g). 

The general form of the filter-bank transform can be expressed as 

{ T B ^ x ) { f c , t )  =  x { t )  f c ,  i G R. (2.3.2) 

This transform is, in general, over-complete, i.e., there is no unique way to recover 

the original function from the values of ipf^it). The functions will be referred 

to as the analysis functions. Integration is assumed to use Lebesgue measure. 

Both the continuous wavelet and the Gabor transforms have projection methods of 

inversion. Its name comes from the fact that the inverse is obtained by integrating 
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across the center frequencies to obtain a function of time. In both of them, an 

appropriate function of center frequency must be found to "weight" the coefficients 

appropriately. One natural question to ask is, what are the effects of projection when 

exact inversion is not guaranteed? The following theorem addresses that question. 

Theorem 2.3.2. Let #(/c) be an L' function such that ${/c) is absolutely 

integrable. Then V x{t) E L^(R) 

/

OO 

x ) { f c , t )  $(/c) d f c  =  x { t )  (g) c { t ) ,  (2.3.3) 
•OO 

where 

/

OO 

^ifc) dfc. (2.3.4) 
-OO 

Proof. By hypothesis, c { t )  is well defined and 

/

OO poo ^ 

{ J ^ B ^ x ) { f c , t )  #(/c) d f c  =  /  { x { t )  ® i p f S t ) )  $(/c) d f c  
•OO J —OO 

/

OO ^ 

i'M ̂ ifc) dfc (2.3.5) 
•OO 

where Fubini's theorem was used to exchange the order of integration. • 

In light of the result, a necessary and sufficient condition for exact inversion using 

the projection method can be given. 

Corollary 2.3,3. x ( t )  =  x )  ( / < ; ,  t )  $(/c) dfc for all x(t) G L - ( R )  i f  a n d  o n l y  

i f  c { t )  =  S { t )  i n  t h e  s e n s e  o f  d i s t r i b u t i o n s .  

This follows directly from the uniqueness and existence of the identity operator under 

convolution. If c = S, the function $(/c) is called the projection synthesis function. 

A more general way to invert linear time-frequency transforms is to convolve each 

{!FB^,x){*, t) with a filter of another filter bank and then project along the fc axis. 
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Theorem 2.3.4. Let be a family of functions for which ® ^{ t )  i s  a b 

solutely integrable in Then V x G (K) 

/

OO 

x ) { f c , t )  ® ( j ) f ^ { t )  d f c  =  x { t )  0 c ( t ) ,  (2.3.6) 
•00 

where 

Proof. 

/

OO ^ 

ipfa{t)®^fMdfc- (2.3.7) 
-00 

[  x ) { f c ,  t )  ®  ( f > f ^ ( t )  d f c  =  I  U { t )  0 ( t ) )  0 </»/,(t) (fc 
J —OO -/ —oo ^ 

=  f  x { t )  0 &(t) 0 ( j ) f M )  d f c  
J "OO 

/

oo ^ 
^fM®hMdfc, (2.3.8) 

•oo 

where associativity of the convolution operation was used to exchange the order of 

the convolutions and Fubini's theorem to exchange the order of the integrals. • 

The result is similar to the projection inversion. The corollary follows. 

Corollary 2.3.5. x { t )  =  x ) ( f c , r )  0 0/^(r) d f c  f o r  a l l  x { t )  €  L^(E) if and 

only if c{t) — d{t). 

Again, this is a direct consequence of the existence and uniqueness of the identity 

operator under convolution. If c = 6 the family of functions are called the 

convolution-projection synthesis functions. 

Theorems 2.3.2 and 2.3.4 illustrate an important property of filter-bank transforms. In 

essence, the transforms act as a linear time-invariant system whose impulse response 

is given by c{t). Perfect reconstruction requires that c — S, but if, for example, 

c{t) = S{t — p) for some p G R, then the inversion yields x(t — p). Other operators 

can also be implemented this way, as long as they are linear and time-invariant. 
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If is given, finding <pf^{t) so that the conditions stated in the corollaries are sat

i s f i e d  f o r  a n y  i n p u t  s i g n a l  i n v o l v e s  s o l v i n g  t h e  i n t e g r a l  e q u a t i o n  f  d f c  =  

6{t) for (f> in the sense of distributions. This equation may be solved, if, trough an 

appropriate change of variables, we can eliminate the dependence of ijj on fc- If 

the change of variables is piecewise continuously differentiable and one-to-one, then 

the original and the modified integrals coincide. Another way to find solutions is to 

rewrite the integral equation as a differential equation whose solutions are the same 

as the ones for the integral equation. Notice that, since linear time-invariant filters 

are systems that can always be modelled as differential equations with constant coeffi

cients, then all the possible solutions can be found using the existence and uniqueness 

of solutions to those type of equations. 

Another way to express the necessary and sufficient condition for analysis-synthesis 

pairs to yield perfect reconstruction is that the family Ca{t) = 0 4>fc{^) dfc 

is a delta family. For definitions and examples of delta families see [22] p. 110. 

What follows are examples of how one may obtain synthesis functions from given 

analysis functions. Let Vf^t) = 4>fc{t) <8) ipfdt), and note that, since ip G S'(M) the 

Vf^{t) is absolutely integrable in 

Example 2.3.6. 

Assume that v { t )  =  { t )  d f c  has an inverse under convolution, ^ { t ) .  Letting 

^ { t )  0 v { t )  —  S { t ) .  (2.3.9) 
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Example 2.3.7. Assume you can find a function, H(/c), such that 

/

OO 

S(/c) V f c { t )  d f c  =  S i t )  (2.3.10) 
•OO 

in the sense of distributions, then let 

<l>fAt) = 3(/J (2.3.11) 

to obtain 

/

OO ^ 

® {H(/c) i p f M )  d f c  
-OO 

= [ ^(/c) dfc-^ I S(/c) U/,(t)rf/c 
J —OO ^ J —OO 

= (5(t). (2.3.12) 

If both -0 and ( j )  are in S ,  then their convolution is also in S .  Moreover, the Fourier 

transform of the convolution is the product of their Fourier transforms which is also 

in S. Taking the Fourier transform of both sides in the sense of distributions gives 

C{f) = 1, i.e., C must be independent of /. If C{f) is a constant, we can divide by it 

to obtain perfect reconstruction, however, if all functions are real, then the constant 

must also be real. A relation between / and /c can lead to an equation that may yield 

expressions for all the synthesis functions that are possible for a given set of analysis 

functions. 

For a given transform, one may find functions that are both analysis and synthesis 

functions at the same time, i.e., ij) = (j> and 

f J  —C 

I ®/,(/)N/C =  1 V / € R  ( 2 . 3 . 1 3 )  

Note that with the definition used above T/^(/) = l^/c(/)P-

Linear time-invariant time-frequency transforms are a specialization of filter bank 

transforms in the sense that the filters that define them must possess certain proper

ties. For example, every (*) centered at t = 0 and their peak frequency is located 
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at / = fc- The Gabor and the continuous wavelet transform are two examples of 

time-frequency filter-banks. In the next two sections the synthesis functions for the 

Gabor and continuous wavelet transforms are derived from the analysis functions 

using the ideas outlined before. 

2.3.2 The Gabor Transform 

The Gabor transform is defined for and x { t )  G R to be 

/

OO 

X { T )  W * { r  -  t )  e - ^ T T t / c C r - O  t  e  R (2.3.14) 
•CO 

which is equivalent to equation (2.3.1) with = w { t )  Here w  is a window 

function, i.e., t  w { t )  G L^(E) and / W { f )  G (M). Note that the phase factor 

g25ri/ct |g usually not included in the definition of the Gabor transform. This factor is, 

in fact, very important because it contains information about where the window is 

located in the time domain for every fc, so the study of the phase of the transform can 

yield important information about the signal. The definition given above coincides 

with the definition given for the discrete version in equation (1.2.21), see for example 

[16] p. 333. In certain applications, only the magnitude squared of {Gw also 

known as the spectrogram, is used, so that phase considerations become irrelevant. 

If the input signal is real, then fc need only take on positive values. 

The conditions on the windows for the standard Gabor transform are less stringent 

than the ones given for filter-bank transforms, so it is not clear if the results obtained 

in the last section apply here. The windows here are no longer required to be of 

rapid decay, it is sufficient for them to be slowly increasing. Since slowly increasing 

functions are tempered distributions, then their distributional Fourier transform is 

also a tempered distribution. Also the convolution of tempered distributions is also 

a tempered distribution. It follows that, as long as we restrict ourselves to tempered 

distributions the results of the previous section applies. 
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Corollary 2.3.3 indicates that perfect reconstruction is achieved if and only if c { t )  —  

S{t). Evaluating c{t) yields, 

c { t )  = ( t )  $(/c) d f c ,  =  w { t )  $(/c) d f c  = w { t ) ( j ) { t )  (2.3.15) 

Since u;(i) is fixed and not necessarily equal to 5, then inversion can be exact if and 

only if ^(t) = 5{t)/w{0). If w{0) is zero, then, find a p for which w{p) ^ 0 and letting 

= S{t + p) gives 

This method of inversion is know as the filter bank summation method ([14]). The 

requirements on w to obtain perfect reconstruction are extremely weak. All we need is 

one point of the window being non-zero to reconstruct the signal entirely, but that is 

hardly surprising considering the fact that in that case the analysis window becomes 

the delta function, and the output of each filter is just copies of the input shifted 

1/fc seconds. While using the Dirac delta function as the window corresponds to the 

infinite time resolution, using the constant function, 1, represents infinite frequency 

resolution. This explains why the Gabor functions have constant bandwidth. They 

were built that way so that they could be tuned to optimize the transfer of infor

mation in systems that have a maximum capacity. As that maximum increases, due 

to technology, etc...you adjust the window length accordingly so that information 

transfer is optimized. 

The projection method of inversion is a special case of the inversion formula given 

in corollary 2.3.5. Writing the condition for exact reconstruction in the frequency 

domain, i.e. C{f) — 1, often simplifies the task of finding solutions. 

.2mfcP (2.3.16) 

(2.3.17) 

W is known, a change of variables puts the dependence of C on / into 

(2.3.18) 
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Notice that, any # that solves C(/) = 1 can be used to recover x { t )  from x ) { f c ,  t ) .  

In particular, a single linear frequency-varying filter can, in principle, solve equation 

(2.3.18). In the time domain equation (2.3.18) is 

/

OO 

w { t )  (PTIT — T) (IT (2.3.19) 
•OO 

The relationship of this class of filters to the moving Fourier transform has been 

studied before, see for example Portnoff ([23]) who introduced a time-varying filter 

heuristically in the inverse formula to the moving Fourier transform. The focus here 

is on time-invariant filters whicli are obtained by eliminating the dependence of $ on 

/. This is achieved by clioosing (/) = K{f — fc), where K(/') is any function of 

/'. Then = k{t) and as long as 

/

OO 

W * { f ' )  K { f )  d f  (2.3.20) 
•OO 

is finite and non zero, reconstruction is guaranteed using the equation 

/

OO poo 

/ {Gv, x){fc,r) k{t - T)  d r  d f , .  (2.3.21) 
-OO J — OO 

Notice that the condition for time-invariance is necessary and sufficient. If # satisfies 

equation (2.3.18) and is not of the form K{f — fc), then the synthesis filters will 

not be time-invariant. This points to perhaps the most important property of the 

Gabor transform namely that both its impulse responses and its transfer functions are 

linear-time invariant systems. The Gabor transform contains the translation and the 

modulation operators which are dual of each other, therefore the Fourier transform 

of the impulse responses also contains both operators. 

The inversion formula given in equation (2.3.21) is also know as the generalized filter 

bank projection (see equation 1.2.26) method because all other methods are special 

cases of equation (2.3.21. For example, assume that W{p) ^ 0 for some p. Then 

letting k{t) — implies C = W{p) and 

/

OO poo 

/  {Qu, x ) U c ,  r )  d r  d f ,  (2.3.22) 
•OO J —OO 
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which is the overlap-add method. 

As simple example on how to use K  to construct filter-bank pairs let K  =  i p ,  and 

assume that ||w(t)||2 = 1. Then 

/

OO poo 
l*(/c)l''lfc= / \ W U c ) f d f ,  =  l .  (2.3.23) 

-00 J —oo 

This choice of synthesis functions coincides with the form given for the inverse con

tinuous Gabor transform in equation (1.2.42). 

2.3.3 The Continuous Wavelet Transform 

The continuous wavelet transform (CWT) can be defined using definition (2.3.1) by 

letting ipa{t) = to obtain equation (1.2.43) given in the introduction, as 

stated in section 2.2.8, this form of the equations produce a time-scale description of 

the signals it analyzes. To obtain an equivalent time-frequency transform, we need 

to calculate the center frequency that corresponds to each scale a. If, for a = 1 the 

center frequency is /o, then for an arbitrary a the center frequency is fo/a. Scale 

a = 1 corresponds to the mother wavelet, which can be reassigned at will. Therefore 

assume the mother wavelet has a center frequency of 1 Hz. The change of variables is 

a -> l/fc so that tpf^{t) = \/\fc\i-'{fct)- Using this definition of ip in equation (2.3.1) 

yields 
POO 

{W^ x){fc, t) = vTS / x(r) tp*{fc{r - t)) dr. (2.3.24) 
J  —OO 

The wavelets are taken to be in Sconv(K)• The more commonly used wavelets, i.e., 

the Morlet, the derivative of a Gaussian and the Mexican hat are all Gaussian and 

therefore, of rapid decay. Also it is important to know if the scalings of functions 

in S are also in S. This is true for finite scalings, the infinite regularity of Schwartz 

functions assures of this much. In the limit as fc goes to infinity, the wavelets go to 

the Dirac delta function which is in S, so convergence in the sense of distributions is 
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also guaranteed. The Fourier transform of is easy to compute. 

poo 

*/,(/) = ViS / Wet) e-^"" dt 
J  —OO 

by letting fct —)• t'. Notice that the point fc = 0 might cause the Fourier transform 

to diverge, but its distribution will converge to a function in S. Equation (2.3.25) is 

interpreted in the distributional sense. 

Corollary 2.3.3 states that, for the continuous wavelet transform to have an exact 

projection inverse, the integral 

/

CX> 

(2-3.26) 
-OO 

must be independent of /. Substituting the value for ^ yields 

/

(X) poo /TfT 1 
= (2.3.27) 

after performing the change of variables that transfers the dependence of / from ^ 

to $. To eliminate / entirely from the integral, #(/) must be chosen to be \f\~K any 

other choice would make C depend on /. With $ fixed, we can compute the value of 

C  to be 
f°° ^*(4) f°° ) 

In the time domain, the expression for c{t) is 

/

OO 

V\K\^ifct)Hfc)dU (2.3.29) 
-OO 

A change of variables and substituting the expression for $ yields 

/

OO 

Wc) (2.3.30) 
•OO 

The condition for perfect reconstruction is that c{t) = 6{t), which means that for 

non-zero t, c{t) must be zero. This is possible if and only if ip{t) dt = 0, or 
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iJf(O) = 0. In other words, for projection inversion to be exact, the wavelets must 

have zero area. If all the conditions are satisfied, x{t) may be recovered from the 

forward transform using the projection method given by the equation 

x(t) = C-' r (2.3.31) 
J - O O  V |/c| 

which is referred to as the continuous Littlewood-Paley decomposition (or linear 

analysis-reconstruction scheme) in [56] p. 135, and as the Calderon's reconstruction 

formula in [27] p. 67. Different choices of wavelet normalization produce different 

forms for function (j). In general if each filter ijjf^ is normalized by j/d" then the solu

tion will be $/c(t) = which becomes one for n — —I. This means that for 

wavelets of the form = '4>{fct)/\fc\ projection does not require a weight func

tion. Notice that, unlike the form of the admissibility condition does not change 

with normalization. 

When both x { t )  and are real and ^f^(f) is purely imaginary, the integral 

across the entire fc axis becomes zero for all frequencies /, except possibly at zero. 

Reconstruction of the input x{t) in this case is still possible by redefining the inverse 

t ransform so that  project ion occurs  only across  posi t ive f c ' s .  

POO 

C =  *;.(/) 4(/c)#„ (2.3.32) 
J o  

The change of variables used to solve for $ before works equally well when fc is 

restricted to the positive axis. Following the same calculations leads to 

y i t )  =  C - '  r  C- (2.3.33) 
J o  V J c  

as the inverse by projection for the real case. The value of C  is now given by 

C'= (2.3.34) 
Jo Jc 

Notice that C  may not be real, so in general the projection method for real signals 

produces linear combinations of the input signal and its Hilbert transform. Explicitly 

y(t) = C r e X { t )  + CimX\ t )  (2.3.35) 
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where GVc and Cim are the real and imaginary parts of C, and X^{t) is the Hilbert 

transform of x{t). If Cre is not zero, x{t) can be recovered directly from y by sub

tracting the imaginary part and dividing the result by Cre- For Cre = 0, compute the 

inverse Hilbert transform of yjCi„,. to obtain x. 

The projection method for the continuous wavelet transform has other problems. As 

mentioned, all wavelets must have zero area so that their integral, the function referred 

to as c{t), can converge to zero at t ^ 0. The inverse transform is able to reconstruct 

the mean of the input signal only in the limit, when all the possible scales have been 

considered. The function obtained by integrating across any finite or incomplete range 

of /c's must have zero mean, therefore, any discretization of the projection method 

will be lossy. Another problem that was mentioned in the discussion of the discrete 

filter bank transforms is that the projection method of inversion it is less robust to 

noise. All these problems make this method of inversion somewhat unpopular. An 

alternative method, described in theorem 2.3.4, and referred here as the convolution-

projection method, is usually the preferred choice. According to corollary 2.3.5, the 

inversion by convolution-projection is exact if and only if the integral 

/

C» 
*}.(/)*/.(/) #0 (2.3.36) 

-00 

is finite, non-zero and constant. Using ^/^(/) = ^(///c)/\/l/cl yields 

after the change of coordinates (/(., /) —)• (/',/) given by fc —^ / /'. Any $ that 

satisfies C{f) — 1 will produce exact inverses when used as synthesis filters. In 

particular it may be possible that a single linear frequency-varying filter with the 

form J/'(/) yields perfect inversion. To obtain a frequency-invariant filter 

bank the dependence of C on / needs to be eliminated. To this end, an arbitrary 

candidate function K E Scm,, (M) is chosen that is required to be independent of / 
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in. the (/', f )  space when it is equaled to the expression from which / needs to be 

eliminated, i.e., 

(2.3.38) 

To find out how the synthesis functions # depend on K  switch back to the f c ,  f  plane 

using f f fc and solve for $ to obtain 

®.(/) = (2.3.39, 

Equation (2.3.39) indicates that to achieve exact reconstruction the synthesis func

tions must be wavelets as well. To see this let #(/) = K{f)/\f\ then $/^(/) = 

^(///c)/vW and (pf^it) = ^/{\fc\) (f>{fc t). In theory, any wavelet can be used to 

reconstruct x(t) from the forward transform, but they have to satisfy at least one 

constrain. The admissibility condition given by 

/•oo 1 1 nc ^•(/o) K { f , )  
djc 

= (2.3.40) 
J -oo \ j c \  

makes sure that the constant obtained by eliminating / from C { f )  is not zero or 

infinite. If both ip and (j) are in 5'(R) then both are in L^(R). Moreover their product 

is in S{M.) and in L' (R). As for the projection method of inversions, the expression 

of c{t) in the time domain gives the admissibility condition explicitly. 

/

OO POO 

/  \ f c \ { t p { f c r ) ) < p { f c { t - T ) ) d r d f c ,  (2.3.41) 
-OO J —OO 

which, after a change of variables becomes 

/

OO POO ^ 

/  t P { t ' ) < f > { f c t - t ' ) d t ' d f c  (2.3.42) 
-OO «/ —OO 

Define v{t) = i p {t) (g) so that 

c(t) = r v(f, t) df, = r d/; (2.3,43) 
J—oo J —oo ^ 
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and c{t) is zero for t ^ 0 if and only if (8) ^p{t) dt = 0. The mean of the 

convolution of two functions is the product of their means, so that the last condition 

can be written as \&*(0) #(0) = 0. Only one of the wavelets must have zero area, it 

seems natural to choose the inverse transform as the lossy one. The following theorem 

summarizes the result. The proof has already been given. 

Theorem 2.3.8. Let (j){t),tp{t) G S(R) he any two mother wavelets that define re

spective filter hanks through the scaling relation V'/c(^) = \/l/ci Assume that 

(f) has zero mean, i.e, #(0) = 0. Then yx{t) G L'^{R) 

/

OO POO 
/ (j){fc{t - T )) dr dfc t eR (2.3.44) 

-OO J —oo 

where (VV^, x){fc, r) is given hy equation (2.3.24) and C is given by equation (2.3.40) 

In many applications the same wavelet is used for both analysis and synthesis. If 

^ $ the admissibility condition becomes. 

which requires that (f) has zero area and upon inversion, the mean of the input function 

is lost unless all center frequencies are considered. On the plus side, when ^ $ 

then C is real, even if the wavelets are not, so there is no concern of Hilbert transform 

interference. Another case of interest is when ip{t) does not have zero area and (j) is 

chosen to be proportional to its derivative, or, $/^(/) = |/| ̂ /<.(/) because then 

/

oo 
|«'(/c)N/c (2.3.46) 

•oo 

Notice that this choice of wavelets is given by K = where K was the arbitrary 

candidate function used to solve for $. 

2.3.4 The Cochlear Transform 

As discussed in section 2.3.2, the Gabor transform's major drawback and advantage 

is its constant window size and bandwidth. Drawback because its filters do not 
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adapt their window length as center frequencies change, advantage because it can 

use the free parameter to focus on any center frequency to any desired degree. The 

wavelet transform is great at adapting its window length and bandwidth, but the 

"resolution" of wavelets is fixed. For example, wavelets can never favor any group of 

center frequencies over others, because their shape never changes as they contract and 

expand, in other words, there is only one wavelet that has a certain size and oscillates 

at a certain frequencies. Any attempts increase its size will also change its center 

frequency, therefore its bandwidth and time durations are fixed together with the 

mean time and the center frequencies. To obtain different time-frequency resolutions 

one must use different wavelets. Complex wavelets, like the Morlet wavelet show 

why this is the case. As shall be seen in this section, being complex gives functions 

the ability to control their center frequency, /c, and bandwidth. A/ independently 

of each other. The Morlet wavelet and all complex wavelets, can have an extra 

parameter that controls the ratio of A/ to f^. They can adjust their bandwidths in 

two independent ways, through scaling and through modulation. If the resolution 

we want to attain is small enough, then the modulated version of the wavelet that 

peaks near the frequency defining the resolution can have a significant contribution 

of its energy located at / = 0, and, as was shown in the previous chapter, this implies 

that the inversion formula will not reconstruct the input exactly. For example, the 

Morlet wavelet must have a minimum center frequency of about 5 Hz, for smaller 

center frequencies the wavelet must be scaled or wavelets that have more narrow 

characteristics must be found. But no matter how 'good' a wavelet is, there will 

always be a resolution that it can not handle. Gabor functions, on the other hand 

can become as small as they need to be because for them zero is not a singularity. 

The Gabor functions go across the zero center frequency like they do across any other 

frequency. In addition, Gabor functions increase their center frequency by increasing 

the number of oscillations within its duration not by scaling. The Morlet wavelets do 

that too, but in addition they also increase their bandwidth so that their shape does 
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not change. 

Psychoacoustics experiments clearly indicate that the quality factor of the filters in 

the cochlea do not change uniformly with center frequency. Several models on the 

variation have been proposed, but all coincide in that below 500 Hz the bandwidth 

of the filters remain approximately equal to about 100 Hz. Above 500 Hz it is about 

20% the value of the center frequency which corresponds to a Q of 5. 

An unexpected result from the theory of the Fourier transform is that the values of 

the center frequency and the bandwidth of a signal can be obtained without having 

to compute the Fourier transform of the signal explicitly. The formulas, provided by 

Cohen in [57] assume that the signal •0^,^ (t) is written ^ in the form 

(2-3.47) 

the center frequency is obtained by evaluating the integral 

/

OO 

(2.3.48) 
•00 

where B stands for the derivative of B with respect to time. The bandwidth can be 

obtained using 

BW'iuj,) = B\\%M) + (2.3.49) 

where 

/

DO 

Al^{t) dt, (2.3.50) 
•OO 

= r  liS^At) -  CFiuJc))'Al di (2.3.51) 
J  —OO 

are the contributions to the bandwidth of ip that come from the amplitude and fre

quency modulation of ip respectively. In his original paper Gabor ([24]) used the 

following analysis functions 

(2.3.52) 

^Throughout most of this chapter equations will be written in terms of the angular center fre
quency u)c which is defined as ojc = ^irfc for fc in Hz. although fc may still be used if it is convenient. 
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The Morlet wavelet was defined originally ([58]) in a similar way 

(2.3.53) 

In both cases, B{t) = Uct, which implies that, if A^(t) dt = 1, then CF{u)c) = UJc-

In addition BWpj^{ujc) — 0, so that the variation of the bandwidth is determined 

exclusively by the function For the Gab or functions the amplitude does not 

depend on tUc, so their bandwidth is constant. The Morlet functions are wavelets, 

their bandwidths should vary proportionally to the center frequency. Using A : — 

g-KtM)®/2 yields BW^J^^{OJC) — 1/2 \/(7r) ijJc\oJc/<^a\- Arbitrary variation of 

the bandwidth is now introduced. 

Theorem 2.3.9. Let p{uJc) he a real function that is continuously differentiable and 

one-to-one. Let w{t) be a function in Sconv(^) that has unit I? norm, whose Fourier 

transform peaks at zero and whose derivative has an norm of N~^. Define the 

variable quality factor (or variable Q) filter bank ip trough the equation 

Then the center frequency of each filter is coc and its bandwidth is equal to p{u)c). 

Proof. We first compute the center frequency using equation (2.3.48). If the com

puted center frequency coincides with the derivative of the phase, them we compute 

the bandwidth using equation (2.3.50) only, otherwise use evaluate the AM contribu

tion from equation (2.3.51) and add the results. 

i p c o c i t )  =  V N p { o J c )  w{ N p { u j c )  t) 6"^"^ t, UJc e R (2.3.54) 

(2.3.55) 

(2.3.56) 
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• 

The conditions on p{lOc) guarantee that it can be used as a change of variables in 

the integrals. They will be used again when we look for inverses. The functions wi 

and •W2 need not be windows exclusively. It is possible to use wavelets whose center 

frequencies have been shifted to the origin trough a linear phase. This is not the only 

form that filters with arbitrary bandwidth can take, it is not even the most general 

one, but as we'll see, inverses can be defined so that the discretization of the transform 

and its inverse yield perfect reconstruction. 

The forward transform is defined as usual using equation (2.3.1), and the form of the 

filters is given in equation (2.3.54). The windows for each filter will be left unspecified 

to determine the general form of the expression relating analysis and synthesis filters, 

but the bandwidth modifiers p{uJc) are assumed to be identical for both filters. The 

expression for c{t) in the time domain is 

/

OO pOD 

i  w\ {—Np {u }^t ) W2 {Np{uj^ {t — t ) )  drdjjjc (2.3.57) 
-OO J —OO 

which, under appropriate change of variables becomes 

/

OO POO 

/  w l  {—T ' )  W 2  { N p  {UC)  t — r') dr'doJc (2.3.58) 
•OO J  —oo 

Define W s l t )  = Wi(t) 0 W 2 { t )  s o  that 

/

OO 

^  W 3  ( N p  ( u j c )  t )  d i O c .  (2.3.59) 
•OO 

Equation (2.3.59) in the frequency domain becomes 

f J —C 

3 \Np{uic)) 
, duJc = I (2.3.60) 

Np{ujc) ^ ' 

Once the form of p{u}c) and at least one of the nfs is known, equations (2.3.59) and 

(2.3.60) can be used to solve for the unknown. 

The design of the cochlear transform filters requires that the bandwidth starts at 

some fixed initial value around 100 Hz for center frequencies in the range [40, 500]. 
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For higher center frequencies the bandwidth starts increasing at a value proportional 

to ujc/Q, where Q is the quality factor. A possible candidate for such a function is 

given in equation (2.3.61). In this function BW is the limiting bandwidth of the ear 

at low frequencies and Q be the quality factor of the ear at high frequencies. 

This form of the bandwidth is known to researches in the field of psychoacoustics, 

where it goes by the name equivalent rectangular bandwidth (ERB). There is no 

accepted consensus on the values of Q, BW and n. For example Glasberg and Moore 

([59]) recommend using Q ~ 9.26, BW ~ 2oHz and n — 1, Lyon's model ([60]) 

sets Q ~ 8, BW ~ 12DHZ and n ~ 2, and there are others (see Greenwood [61]). 

Additionally, are other expressions of the dependence of the center frequency with Q, 

like the Bark scale, the CB bandwidth, the cochlear scale, and the Mel scale to name 

a few ([62]). 

Other cochlear filters have been proposed in the past. For example, [63] [41], [60], but 

there has never been very much concern about the invertibility of such transforms, 

and when they arc, the methods that are discussed, most of them are non-linear. One 

method, given in [64] is almost linear, and has almost perfect reconstruction. Notice, 

however, that the number of filters in the filter bank is not specified, but it seems 

close to 100. 

Using definition 2.3.61 in equation (2.3.1) with n — 2 and a Gaussian window, the 

analysis functions for the cochlear transform become 

where the Gaussian has been normalized to have unit 1/ norm. The value of w3 

defined in equation (2.3.59) is 

(2.3.61) 

(2.3.62) 

w3{t) = (2.3.63) 
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and c{t) becomes 

c{t) = (2.3.64) 

which is not the Dirac 6 function. It might be possible to find a window so that inver

sion is exact, but for numerical approximations this may good enough, for example 

the magnitude of the Fourier transform of c{t) is 

which is shown in figure 6.1 for values Q = 8, BW = 12bHz and n — 2. The graph 

is very flat for high frequencies until about %BW where it goes down to zero. In 

numerical trials the effects of the function given by equation (2.3.65) were unnoticeable 

but the slowing of the bandwidth was very obvious. More work is required to resolve 

this apparent conflict. 

In [65] discusses how to compute arbitrary tilings of the time-frequency plane using 

basis, but no discussion of an inverse transform is found. Another way to obtain 

Q-varying filters is through frequency warping either applied to the moving Fourier 

transforms in [66], or to the CWT in [67] who talks about inverse transforms but 

shows no results for it other than the reconstruction wavelets.. 

(2.3.65) 
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FIGURE 2.1. The top panel shows the Mexican hat filter-bank before (solid line) and 
after applying multiplicative correction. The correction can be distributed (dashed 
line) or not (dotted line) between the analysis and synthesis filters. The bottom panel 
shows the overall contribution, T[k] in equation (2.2.4), before (solid line) and after 
(dashed line) applying multiplicative correction. 
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FIGURE 2.2. The top panel shows the normalized Mexican hat filter-bank before 
(solid line) and after applying multiplicative correction. The correction can be dis
tributed (dashed line) or not (dotted line) between the analysis and synthesis filters. 
The bottom panel shows the overall contribution, T{k] in equation (2.2.4), before 
(dashed line) and after (solid line) applying multiplicative correction. 
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FIGURE 2.3. Absolute difference between unmodified and modified Mexican hat filter 
bank using multiplicative inversion for both unnormalized (top panel) and normalized 
(bottom panel) filter bank. The multiplicative correction factor is distributed between 
analysis and synthesis filters. The second filter is drawn as a solid line and the fourth 
filter as a dashed line. 
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FIGURE 2.4. Absolute difference between unmodified and modified Mexican iiat filter 
bank using multiplicative inversion for both unnormalized (top panel) and normalized 
(bottom panel) filter bank. The multiplicative correction factor is not distributed 
between analysis and synthesis filters. The second filter is drawn as a solid line and 
the fourth filter as a dashed line. 
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FIGURE 2.5. The top panel shows the Mexican hat filter bank before (dashed line) 
and after (solid line) applying multiplicative correction to the projection inversion. 
The bottom panel shows the overall contribution, T[k] in equation (2.2.4), before 
(dashed line) and after (sohd line) applying multiplicative correction. 
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FIGURE 2.6. The top panel shows the normalized Mexican hat filter bank before 
(dashed line) and after (solid line) applying multiplicative correction to the projection 
inversion.The bottom panel shows the overall contribution, T[k] in equation (2.2.4), 
before (dashed line) and after (solid line) applying multiplicative correction. 
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FIGURE 2.7. Error made when CWT coefficients are truncated to four digits before 
inversion. The solid line is the projection method of inversion while the dashed line 
is the convolution-projection method. 
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FIGURE 2,8. The top panel shows the derivative of a Gaussian filter bank before 
(solid line) and after using Hilbert multiplicative correction. The correction can be 
distributed (dashed line) or not (dotted line) between the analysis and synthesis 
filters. The bottom panel shows the overall contribution, T[k] in equation (2.2.4), 
before (solid line) and after (dashed line) applying multiplicative correction. 
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FIGURE 2.9. The top panel shows the normalized derivative of a Gaussian filter bank 
before (solid line) and after using Hilbert multiplicative correction. The correction can 
be distributed (dashed line) or not (dotted line) between the analysis and synthesis 
filters. The bottom panel shows the overall contribution, T[k] in equation (2.2.4), 
before (solid line) and after (dashed line) applying multiplicative correction. 
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FIGURE 2.10. Absolute difference between unmodified and modified derivative of 
a Gaussian filter bank using Hilbert multiplicative inversion for both unnormalized 
(top panel) and normalized (bottom panel) filter bank. The multiplicative correction 
factor is distributed between analysis and synthesis filters. The second filter is drawn 
as a solid line and the fourth filter as a dashed line. 
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FIGURE 2.11. Absolute difference between unmodified and modified derivative of 
a Gaussian filter bank using Hilbert multiplicative inversion for both unuormalized 
(top panel) and normalized (bottom panel) filter bank. The multiplicative correction 
factor is not distributed between analysis and synthesis filters. The second filter is 
drawn as a solid line and the fourth filter as a dashed line. 
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FIGURE 2.1.2. The top panel shows the derivative of a Gaussian filter bank be
fore (dashed line) and after (solid line) applying Hilbert multiplicative correction to 
the projection inversion. The bottom panel shows the overall contribution, T[k] in 
equation (2.2.4), before (dashed line) and after (sohd line) applying multiphcative 
correction. 
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FIGURE 2.13. The top panel shows the normalized derivative of a Gaussian filter bank 
before (dashed line) and after (solid line) applying Hilbert multiplicative correction 
t o  t h e  p r o j e c t i o n  i n v e r s i o n .  T h e  b o t t o m  p a n e l  s h o w s  t h e  o v e r a l l  c o n t r i b u t i o n ,  T [ k ]  
in equation (2.2.4), before (dashed line) and after (solid hne) applying multiplicative 
correction. 
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FIGURE 2.14. The top panel shows the second order IIR filter-bank before (dashed 
hne) and after (solid line) applying multiplicative correction. The bottom panel 
s h o w s  t h e  o v e r a l l  c o n t r i b u t i o n .  T h e  b o t t o m  p a n e l  s h o w s  t h e  o v e r a l l  c o n t r i b u t i o n ,  T [ k ]  
in equation 2.2.4, before (dashed line) and after (solid line) applying multiplicative 
correction. 
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FIGURE 2.15. Second filter in filter bank of previous figure and overall contribution 
(dotted line) after one iteration (dotted-dashed line), two iterations (small dashed 
line), three iterations (big dashed line), and infinite number of iterations (solid line). 
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FIGURE 2.16. The top panel shows the normalized second order IIR filter-bank before 
(dashed line) and after (sohd line) applying multiplicative correction. The bottom 
panel shows the overall contribution. The bottom panel shows the overall contri
bution, T[k] in equation (2.2.4), before (dashed line) and after (solid line) applying 
multiplicative correction. 
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FIGURE 2.17. Normalized second filter in filter bank and overall contribution (dotted 
line) after one iteration (dotted-dashed line), two iterations (small clashed line), three 
iterations (big dashed line), and infinite number of iterations (solid line). 
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FIGURE 2.18. Absolute difference between unmodified and modified second order 
IIR filter banks using multiplicative inversion for both unnormalized (top panel) and 
normalized (bottom panel) filter banks. The first filter is drawn as a solid line, the 
second filter as a dotted line, the third filter as a big dashed line, the fourth filter as 
a small dashed line, and the fifth filter as a dot-dashed line. 
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CHAPTER 3 

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

3.1 The Discrete Case 

Modifications of wavelets must preserve their center frequencies and bandwidths so 

that the filtering process done during inversion is well behaved. This is important if 

time-frequency modifications are in mind, because the inverse filters determine how 

the signal is reconstructed from the modified coefficients. 

3.1,1 FIR implementations 

The solid line of the bottom panel of figure 2.1 represents the overall contribution T[k]  

of the unmodified filter bank. The ideal T is drawn as a dashed line. The frequen

cies at which the two lines intercept need not be corrected, so corrections oscillate 

around these frequencies. When the correction is not distributed between the analysis 

and synthesis filters, each filter exhibits additional local maxima, which are undesir

able because filters are expected to peak at its corresponding center frequency. The 

distortion is more pronounced for higher center frequencies. Notice that for low cen

ter frequency filters, the bandwidths remain unchanged. The distributed correction 

scheme seems superior for this case. The center frequencies of the corrected filters are 

more or less the same as the uncorrected, and their bandwidths remain closer. If the 

filters are normalized, as in figure 2.2, the frequencies at which T intercepts the ideal 

overall contribution increase in number. In this case the bandwidths are unchanged 

for both low and high center-frequency filters. The drawback is that the center fre

quencies suffer a greater distortion because of the oscillatory nature of the correction. 

The distortion of the center frequencies can be minimized by assuring that the ideal 

overall contribution does not intercept the overall contribution of the uncorrected 
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filter bank (data not shown), but this increases a distortion of the bandwidths of the 

filters because the amplitude of the oscillation of the correction filter increases. Fig

ures 2.3 and 2.4 show the absolute difference between the corrected and uncorrected 

filter bank. As expected, the normalized distributed correction has the smallest abso

lute error. Figures 2.5 and 2.6 explore the projection method of inversion. Figure 2.6 

shows that the projection method performs very well when the filters are normalized. 

This fact, together with is smaller computational requirements, seems to indicate 

that projection should be the method of inversion of choice. To create figure 2.7, the 

filter-bank coefficients of the impulse response were truncated to four digits before 

inverting using normalized filters. Notice that, for intermediate times, the error made 

by the projection method is ten times bigger. This can be attributed to the fact that 

the convolution operation that happens before projection smoothes the effect of the 

truncation across the coefficients in time and upon projection, some of the errors can 

be cancelled. Figures 2.8 trough 2.13 show an example of Hilbert transform inversion 

using the derivative of a Gaussian wavelet. As expected, the normalized distributed 

inversion is a better overall choice. 

In general, it can be said that the methods worked quite well considering that only 

five filters were used. The distortions introduced can be minimized by distributing 

the correction factor between the forward and the inverse transform. The output of 

the transforms produced using both modified and unmodified filter banks are indis

tinguishable from each other. When more than five filters are used, the correction 

becomes very small, specially if the filters arc normalized using the NNLS algorithm 

before inversion. 

3.1.2 IIR implementations 

The wavelets used in the IIR examples are second order damped harmonic oscillators. 

Since a damped sine does not satisfy the admissibility condition, its derivative is used 
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instead. The CWT is approximated with a filter bank that consists of five filters 

whose center frequencies are logarithmically spaced in the range lOOHz- lOOOHz. The 

quality factor Q of the filters in the filter bank is fixed to 1.25. The modified impulse 

invariance method is used to obtain the IIR coefficients. For details on the IIR 

CWT , see section 4.8. Figure 2.14 shows the filter bank before and after using 

the  mul t ip l i ca t ive  co r r ec t ion .  The  bo t tom pane l  shows  t he  ove ra l l  con t r ibu t ion  T 

before and after multiplicative correction. The figure clearly shows that the center 

frequencies and the bandwidtlis suffer large distortions under multiplicative inversion. 

Normalizing the filters (figure 2.16) helps keep the distortion of the bandwidths under 

control, but the center frequencies are not improved. The failure of the multiplicative 

correction method is mostly due to the fact that the Fourier transform of the second 

order filters do not decay very fast. Increasing the value of Q increases the decay rate 

and if the filters become too narrow there are frequency gaps between them. Figures 

2.15 and 2.17 show the iteration scheme applied to the second filter of the filter bank. 

Is is apparent that after one iteration the center frequency is already significantly 

distorted. 

Using filters that do not decay exponentially shows the major flaw of the multiplicative 

correction method. When each filter bank does not become small within the span of 

the frequency axis, it is affected by the contribution to the correction factor of every 

other filter of the bank. It can be said that the multiplicative correction method is 

a global method. There is no limitation on the extent of the contribution at each 

center frequency. Every filter of the bank is modified in the same way, the only way 

to restrict the change is through the compactness of the support of each filter. A 

better approach would be to modify each filter in a way that is more local. Such a 

method is discussed as future work in chapter 5. 
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3.2 The Continuous Case 

The derivation of the inverse filters for the Gabor and wavelet transforms is straight

forward from the point of view of filter banks. The fact that any wavelet can be 

used for reconstruction has been known, but it was never made clear under what 

conditions one may want to use different wavelets for analysis and synthesis. If the 

discretization used to create the analysis filters yields poor reconstruction, the exact 

inversion condition can be used to find wavelets that will reconstruct the input sig

nal. The power of the filter bank approach is demonstrated by the creation of filters 

that have arbitrary Q variation. The example shown does not require many filters 

to have a flat response. In fact, compared to the other examples used in the discrete 

case, it performed much better under multiplicative correction (data not shown). The 

description of continuous-time filter banks produced a better way to correct the dis

cretizations of the CWT. The error in the CWT discretizations come from the fact 

that the integral 

/

OO ^ 

V'/cW ® <i)fc{t) dfc (3.2.1) 
•OO 

is not well represented as a sum of samples of the function of two variables given by 

'0/c(^) ® ^fc- For example, if /„ are the sample center frequencies, then the integral 

is approximated by the sum 

c(i) = ^ ® hnit)- (3.2.2) 
n 

The error introduced by the gap between two consecutive /„'s is 

f f n + l  _  

Cn{t)= / ipfSt) 0 dfc (3.2.3) 
J  I n  

Explicit formulas for the indefinite integral 

CfM = J® Mt) dfc (3.2.4) 

were found for all the Gaussian wavelets, like the derivative of a Gaussian, the Morlet 

and the Mexican hat wavelets. The formulas can be used to compute the correction 
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factors explicitly, producing noticeable savings in speed and storage. A better ap

plication consists on computing filters that, when added to the filter bank produces 

a new filter bank that reconstructs exactly any input. The missing functions look 

like wavelets because, in a sense, they are sums of wavelets. Also the low and high 

frequency portions of the entire filter bank transfer function may be corrected this 

way. 

This last observation leads to an interesting way of constructing perfect reconstruction 

discrete-time filter banks with an arbitrary Q variation. Given a wavelet or a Gabor 

function (pf^{t) and a set of bandwidths BWn n = I... N — 1 define 

>' fM= f  (3 -2 -5 )  
J o  

f f n+l  
^n{ t )  =  /  V fS t )  d fc  =  A ( / n + i )  - A(/„), n = 0 ... N -  1, (3.2.6) 

J  fn  

where 
n 

f n  =  ̂ BWk ,  n=l . . .N  -1 ,  /() = 0, fN  = oo  (3.2.7) 
fc=i 

Then, as long as BWn is not too "big", and ip is not too broad, the filter bank defined 

by ipnit) — VBWn'-pn{f') has the following properties: 

BWiMt ) )  ~  BWn 

CF{ iPn i t ) )  - fn 

^  f  =  (3.2.8) 
n=0 Jo 

Where CF{'4>)  and BW{ip)  are the center frequency and the bandwidth of ip .  In the 

case where (p are IIR filters obtained using an approximation method to a continuous-

time filter, then one can compute the antiderivative of the continuous filter and ap

proximate the resulting filter using IIR methods. This method can be used even in 

the case where an explicit form for A does not exist by simply approximating its 

value to a desired accuracy using a numerical approximation. This method shows 
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great promise for its simplicity and its ability to use any filter bank that is known to 

have an inverse transform, its major drawback is that if BW„ is really big, then the 

center frequency (j) may not be near /„, and that, if ip is not narrow-band, then the 

bandwidth of t/) will be big compared to BWn-
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CHAPTER 4 

ALGORITHMS 

4.1 Introduction 

The following sections describe the algorithms that were derived using the methods 

outlined in chapter 2. All algorithms were written in the C++ computer language 

for the SigniScope, a very powerful signal processing tool. Analytic equations for the 

inversion and projections constants of the continuous wavelet transform algorithms 

were obtained using the Maple and Mathematica symbolic environments. 

4.2 The Moving Fourier Transform 

This algorithm takes a moving, discrete, Fourier transform with a sliding window 

of a real or complex input signal. The moving Fourier transform of a discrete-time 

finite-length signal was defined in section 1.2.1 to be 

where x[n]  is the input signal, w[n]  is the window, N is the number of points in w,  M 

is the number of frequencies in the center frequency scale, and t is the window step 

size which in turn depends on the window length N and the window overlap, one of 

the inputs of the algorithm. 

Perfect reconstruction upon inversion is guaranteed by the relation M >  N  > t  (see 

[14], p. 720). If the window length is smaller than the number of frequencies, then 

the window is zero-padded to length M. If x[n] is a signal derived from sampling a 

continuous signal at a sampling frequency of F,, then its moving Fourier transform 

2 'K i lm  
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becomes: 

i ^-1 
Xps  [1, w] = — ̂  ^ x [m  +  tn]w[m]e  , l  =  0 ,. . . ,M — l .  (4.2.2) 

^ m=0 

Noting that ^ ^ we see that they only differ by a scalar amplitude factor, and we 

can safely ignore the effects of sampling. From now on equation (4.2.1) will be used 

as the form for the moving Fourier transform. 

One option of the algorithm allows to treat the input signal x[n]  as being periodically 

extended. In that case the index n ranges from 0 to [j], where L is the length of 

X. Otherwise, the input is zero padded is both directions and the index is allowed to 

range from -[f ] to 

A recursive algorithm to perform fast moving Fourier transforms can be used under 

certain conditions. If the window overlap is large, then instead of computing the fast 

Fourier transform (FFT) of each time slice independently, the results of the current 

FFT are used to compute the next FFT. Consider, for example, the maximum overlap 

case (i.e. t = I) using a rectangular window and letting N = M we get 

M-l 
X' [ l ,  n ]  =  x[m +  (4.2.3) 

m=0 

so it follows that 

X'{1 ,  n + 1] = {X ' [ l ,  n ]  — +  x[n  + (4.2.4) 

which is the recursive algorithm used in this work. Two issues need to be addressed 

for the more general case in which the overlap is not maximum and the window 

is not rectangular. The first constrain is easily resolved. For higher t simply use 

the recursive algorithm more than once, but if t is too large the efficiency of the 

recursion can be compromised. The conditions under which the recursive algorithm 

becomes less efficient will be discussed later. The issue of windowing is resolved using 

the convolution theorem which states that the Fourier transform of the convolution 
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of two discrete-time signals is the product of the discrete Fourier transforms of the 

two  s igna l s .  I f  X[k]  and  H[k]  a re  t he  d i sc re t e  Four i e r  t r ans fo rms  o f  x[n]  and  h[n]  

respectively and if y[n] — 2:[7?.] ® h[n] then 

Y[k]  = X[k]H[k]  (4.2.5) 

where Y[k]  is the discrete Fourier transform of y[n \ .  But equation (4.2.1) is the 

Fourier transform of the product of x[n 4- It] and w[n] so that 

X[ l ,n ]=X ' [ l , n ]®W[l ] ,  (4.2.6) 

where W[k]  is the Fourier transform of w[n] .  In other words, windowing is achieved 

by convolving the time slice FFT with the FFT of the window. In order to speed the 

computation the convolution should be made as efficient as possible. An optimization 

can be achieved by using windows that have a small number of non-zero Fourier 

transform values. Consider the Hanning window. It definition is ([14] p. 447) 

r 1 f 0.5 — 0.5cos(27rn/;V), 0  <  n  <  N ,  . .  _  
""["i = I 0. otherwise. 

Notice that this definition produces windows with AT-1-1 points, and center frequency 

at 1 /N .  When we take an N +1  point FFT, that particular frequency is not present in 

the frequency axis of the Fourier transform and the spectrum of the window spreads, 

creating many non-zero Fourier transform values. By altering the definition of the 

window slightly, i.e. removing its last point, we produce a window that contains 

only two non-zero frequencies and the convolution operation is considerably faster 

without introducing errors. The same analysis applies to the Hamming, Blackman 

and Blackman-Harris windows. The choice of algorithm, traditional versus iterative, 

depends on the window overlap, the window length, the number of non-zero Fourier 

transform values of the window, and on the particular implementation of the FFT 

used. The algorithm will compute the efficiency of the transform and issue a warning 

when the choice made can be improved. In order to use the iterative algorithm, the 

following conditions must be satisfied: 
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• Although it is possible to implement recursive moving Fourier transforms using 

non-linear center frequency scales, that particular aspect was not implemented 

and its left as future work. 

• The number of points in the center frequency scale must equal the number of 

points in the window, since zero padding will also spread the spectrum of the 

window. 

• The window must be one of the modified windows described above. 

An option of the algorithm allows the input signal to be pre-processed using a pre-

emphasis filter of the form I + that enhances its high-frequency content. If the 

center frequency scale chosen is not linear, then the discrete Fourier transform is com

puted explicitly. The window length can be specified by its duration in milliseconds, 

by its length in points, or by a percentage of the number of points in the input signal. 

The window overlap can be either minimum, intermediate or maximum. Minimum 

overlap can be at most three points long and maximum overlap is the length of the 

window minus one point. Intermediate overlap can be specified by its duration in 

milliseconds, by its length in points, or by a percentage of the number of points in 

the window. Other fast, recursive implementations of the moving Fourier transform 

exist ([68] - [72]). In all cases, cither a recursive Gaussian window is chosen, or win

dowing is done trough IIR. filters, or no windowing at all. The implementation of 

iterative algorithms using standard windows like the Hamming or Blackman window 

is not discussed in the literature. 

4.3 Inverse Moving Fourier Transform 

This algorithm forms a one-dimensional signal from a two-dimensional signal that 

is assumed to be the result of a moving Fourier transform. The inversion can be 

performed using three distinct algorithms, the choice depending on the parameters 
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used to create the forward transform. The algorithms are described together with the 

conditions for which the choice becomes optimal. 

4.3.1 Filter-Bank Summation 

This is the simplest method of inversion of the moving Fourier transform ([15] p. 307). 

The main idea is to view the transform as a filter bank. The outputs of each filter 

at a given point n are then combined to form the value of the inverse at n. In order 

to reconstruct the input signal at all points, the moving Fourier transform cannot be 

decimated in time, (i. e. t — 1). The derivation of this method follows the projection 

method discussed in section 2.2.4. To view the moving Fourier transform as a filter 

bank transform let m i—> p — n. Then equation (4.2.1) becomes 

n+N—l 

X[ l ,n ]=  x[p]w\p  — n]e  / = 0,..., M — 1, n = 0,..., L — 1. (4.3.1) 
p=n 

Since w[n]  is zero outside [0..A'" — 1], we can safely extend the sum to the limits of x ,  

and, relabelling p as rri we get 

L-l 
_  1  _  _  2 T T i l ( m — n )  ,  ,  

J¥'[/, n] = — n]e , I  =  0 , M  —  1 ,  n  =  0 , L  —  1 .  (4.3.2) 
m=0 

Define H[n\  =  h*[—n] ,  and let h i [n]  =  w[n]e^^ ,  then 

L-l 

X[ l ,n ]  =  ̂ ^x[m]Hi[n  — m] ,  / = 0,..., M — 1, n = 0,L — 1 (4.3.3) 
m—O 

i.e., 

Fi[n]  =  X[ l ,  n]  =  Hi[n]  ®  x[n] .  (4.3.4) 

In other words, the moving Fourier transform is a special case of the filter-bank 

transform where each filter in the filter bank is the window modulated by a complex 

exponential. Next, the results derived in section 2.2.2 are applied 

M-l 

(4-3-5) 
1=0 
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The condition to achieve perfect reconstruction is T ' [k ]  = 1 VA:, but since 

N-l 

Hi[k]  = •»;[ i i ]" " ^ ,  ( 4 . 3 . 6 )  

M-l N-l M-1 2TRINK —2TTINL 

n=0 

we get 

/=0 n=0 /=0 

The last sum can be reduced using orthogonality to obtain 

N-l 

T ' [k ]  — w[n]e^  MSM[n \ ,  (4.3.8) 
n=0 

where 
r r 1 I 1, if n = 0 or a multiple of M,  , ,  „  

^ 1 n otherwise. 
f 1, i 
I 0, ( 

It follows that, for arbitrary windows, T ' [k ]  is constant if and only if M > N and in 

that case T'[k] — Mw[0]. Using these results we obtain the filter bank summation 

expression 
. M-1 

In practice the value of w[0] is small or 0 for typical windows. Let m be the index 

at which the window has its largest value. Following a similar derivation it can be 

shown that 
1 

n + m] = ——r—7 7 X[k ,n]e  M . (4.3.11) 
• •  Mw[m]  ^  

Once rn  is fixed, the exponential becomes a phase alignment that's applied before 

performing the sum. This method is the fastest, but is not very robust under pertur

bations ([15] p. 310). 

4.3.2 Overlap-Add Method 

This method addresses the case t  ^  1 ,  i .  e., the case where the transform has been 

decimated in time by a factor of t ([19]). The main idea behind this algorithm is that 
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if t  is smaller than N,  then there is overlapping between the sliding windows. This 

overlap can be used to reconstruct the values of x[n\ at all n. The major problem with 

this approach is that, in order to combine together the overlapping section properly, 

they have to be shifted properly. Definition 4.2.1 is inadequate for this purpose, 

since for each n, the inverse transform of X[l, n] with respect to I will give unshifted 

windowed sections. To make the derivation easier, we introduced a modified version 

of the moving Fourier transform by multiplying X[l, n] by an appropriate phase. 

X[l,n]=X[l,n]e-'-^. (4.3.12) 

Also note that equation (4.2.1) is the M-point Fourier transform of the product of 

two signals. We must assume that M > N. Otherwise the M-point Fourier transform 

would be under-sampled and it would be impossible to recover any of the elements of 

the product. If M > A'', zero pad the window until its length is M to obtain 

M-l 

X [ l , n ]  = x [ r n  +  t n ] w [ m ] e ' ' ^ ^ ^ ,  (4.3.13) 
m—O 

but the Fourier transform of the product of two signals is the convolution of the Fourier 

t r ans fo rms  o f  t he  s igna l s  t ha t  a r e  mul t ip l i ed .  The  Four i e r  t r ans fo rm o f  x[m tn]  

is X[k] k — 0..M — 1, where X[k] is the Fourier transform of x. Letting 

W[k] ,  k  =  0 . .L  — 1 be the L-point Fourier transform of w we get 

M-l J .  

X[ l ,n ]  =  Y^X[k]e ' ^W[ l - k ]  l  =  0 , . . . ,L - l ,  n  =  0 , . . ( 4 . 3 . 1 4 )  
fe=0 ^ 

Then 

X[ l ,n ]  =  X[k]W[ l  - (4.3.15) 
k -Q  

Define 

/!,[(] EE (WHILE-")* (4.3.16) 

SO that 

Fi[n]  =  X[ l ,  n]  =  / /„[ / ]  ®  X[ l ] .  (4.3.17) 
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Using the projection method again we get 
M-l 

T\m\=Y ,K[ 'n]  («.18) 
n=0 

and we need T ' [m]  = 1 V rn  to achieve perfect reconstruction. Using properties of 

the Fourier transform we get 
M-l 

W[/]e  M -  =Mw[n t  — m]  m  =  0 ,L  — 1 .  (4.3.19) 
1=0 

So as long as the sum 
[ f ]  

w[n t  — m] (4.3.20) 
n=0 

is constant for all m, m = 0,..., L — 1 the overlap add method returns X[A:]. It can 

be seen ([14] p. 312) that any finite-width window whose maximum frequency is less 

than ^ satisfies this condition. The algorithm can be implemented efficiently using 

the following steps 

1. Create two empty vectors of length L,  say 0[m]  and WO[m] ,  m  =  

2. Fill a vector of length M with the values w[m], rn = 0,..., A' — 1, the analyzing 

window, zero padding to M if necessary. 

3. For each n  do 

(a) Compute x„[m], the M-point inverse Fourier transform of the sequence 

X[l,n] with respect to variable I using the inverse fast Fourier transform 

(FFT). 

(b) Let 0[n t ,n t  +  M — 1]+ = a;„ 

(c) Le t  WO[n t ,  . . , n t  +  M — 1]+= w  

4. To check the inversion WO should be identically 1 when all iterations are done. 

5. If not, one can simply compute x[m]  — = 0,..., L — 1 and still obtain 

exact reconstruction. 
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4.3.3 Discrete Fourier Transform Overlap-Add Method 

This method is used when the center frequency scale used in the transformation is 

not linear. Instead of using the inverse FFT to perform the inversion at each time I, 

it uses an explicit discrete Fourier transform. In all other aspects the two algorithms 

are identical. 

4.4 CWT Computed Using FIR Filters 

This algorithm takes the continuous wavelet transform of a real or complex signal 

using an arbitrary real or complex wavelet determined by its sampled values (the FIR 

coefficients), which may be taken from either its time or its frequency description. 

The center frequency scale may be chosen arbitrarily, or from a set of standard scales, 

but its values must always lie in the range —Fs/2.0 < f[n] < Fg/2.0, where F, is the 

sampling frequency of the input signal and f[n] is the center frequency scale. If 

the input signal is real, then f[n] > 0 V n. If the input signal is complex, then the 

center frequency scale must be symmetric around zero, therefore a maximum and a 

minimum absolute value center frequencies exist. These will be referred to as the 

maximum and minimum center frequencies of the scale. The algorithm computes 

the minimum and maximum recommended center frequencies for the transform and 

sends a warning message if the frequency scale has frequencies that lie outside of 

that range. The minimum recommended frequency is the center frequency of the 

wavelet whose support in the time domain is roughly equal to the length of the 

input signal The maximum recommended frequency is determined by the condition 

that the amplitude of the Fourier transform of the wavelet at the Nyquist frequency 

equals 1% of the amplitude of the wavelet at its center frequency. By definition, 

the maximum recommended frequency is always smaller than or equal to the Nyquist 

frequency, so wavelets may be chosen that have relatively large energies near Nyquist. 

To minimize ringing artifacts introduced by the high frequency components an option 
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to smooth the wavelets near the maximum frequency exists. If this option is chosen, 

the Fourier transform of each wavelet is windowed with half of a raised cosine window 

that equals 1 at its center frequency and falls to 0 at the Nyquist frequency of the 

signal. 

The algorithm works as follows. For each center frequency f [n]  of the frequency scale, 

the analytic form of the wavelet that peaks at f[n] is evaluated in either the time or 

the frequency domain. If the evaluation is done in the time domain, the analytic form 

is then sampled at the sampling rate of the input signal to create the FIR coefficients. 

If the evaluation is done in the frequency domain, then the analytic transfer function 

is sampled at a rate on L/Fg, where L is the length of the input signal in points. The 

input signal is then convolved with each of the resulting wavelets and its amplitude 

is scaled by the square root of the absolute value of f[n\. Convolution may be done 

linear or circularly, and it is always performed in the frequency domain using fast 

Fourier transform algorithms. The result of each convolution is added to the output 

rows which are labelled by f[n]. The columns of the output are labelled using the 

sampling frequency of the input signal. The algorithm has three optional outputs; 

the wavelet used at the maximum center frequency in the frequency scale, the wavelet 

used at the minimum center frequency in the frequency scale and the signal needed 

to achieve exact reconstruction using the additive correction method which is defined 

Where N is the number of frequencies in the scale, Hn[k]  is the Fourier transform of 

the wavelet corresponding to f[n] and I FT is the discrete inverse Fourier transform. 

Additional information about the wavelet family, like the center frequency of the 

mother wavelet, inversion constants, etc is written into a file that can be read by 

the inverse transform algorithm. If the Fourier transform of the wavelet is purely 

imaginary, projection inversion constants are imaginary, which, for real wavelets is 

as 

(4.4.1) 
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not possible, so the projection constant is set to 1. 

The wavelets are normalized to have the same energy, i.e., 

where h{ t )  is the mother wavelet, OJQ is the center frequency of the mother wavelet, 

and T the position at which the wavelet is located. The mother wavelet is normalized 

so that its "admissibility" integral is equal to one, i.e.. 

a = (4.4.3) 
J—OO I'^l 

Using this normalization, the projection inversion constant becomes 

Cp = r (4.4.4) 

Additionally, the wavelets satisfy 

/

CX) 

h{ t )d t  = 0. (4.4.5) 
•OO 

The standard wavelets are defined as follows 

• Derivative of a Gaussian: 

h{ t ) ( x t e^ .  (4.4.6) 

H{u)  oc (4.4.7) 

Center frequency: 

Projection inversion constant: 1. 

Inversion constant: \/2. 

• Mexican hat: 

h{ t )  oc (1 (4.4.8) 

H{uj )  oc (4.4.9) 
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Center frequency; 

Projection inversion constant: 

Inversion constant: A/2. 

• Morlet: 

h^it) oc (4.4.10) 

H„(u,) « (4.4.11) 

where N is the number of cycles. 

Center frequency: if N  is smaller than 4, then the center frequency is computed 

numerically, otherwise it is 

Projection inversion constant: 1. 

Inversion constant: where A  is the admissibility constant. For N  >  100, A  

is For N < 100 the expression is 

/ ' i  ' i  \r2 \ 
A = - EXPI-N')N' 1; 2, - 2^2(1,1; 2, J (4.4.12) 

where 2^2(«i. CI2; b y ,  62; z )  is a generalized hyper-geometric function. 

• Windowed sine: 

( t )  oc s m ( t )wif{ t ) ,  (4.4.13) 

I  ( -1 ) ^  sm{N 'KUj )NumN{u j )  
H Z i u j )  oc —— ^^(4.4.14) 

^ Denr^{u )  ^  '  

where A' is the rmmber of cycles and WN{t) is a window function and Num^{uj), 

De/ii^{(jj) depend on the choice of wn-

The Fourier transform of these wavelets have removable singularities. The al

gorithm detects possible evaluations at these singularities and returns the ap

propriate limit values. Possible window functions are: 
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Rectangular 

The window function is defined as WPF {T) —  u { t  + NTT) — u{t — NTT) ,  where 

u{t) is the Heaviside function defined as 

u{ t )  

NurriMiu)) = —1 (4.4.16) 

Denj^{io) = (oj — 1) (oj 4-1) 

Center frequency: if N is smaller than or equal to 10, then the center 

frequency is obtained from a look-up table, otherwise it is computed to be 

1  40 iW-  607r -8V4A^%6 +  6 iV27r4_ i87 r2  
2  24NV-m.^  

Projection constant: 1 

Inversion constant: where C is the admissibility constant defined 

as 

C — NTV)NTT + ln(2) + In(iV) -I- ln(7r) - Ci (2  NTT) + 7 ^ 
TT 

where S i  and Ci  are the sine and cosine integrals defined by 

S i {x )  = f (4.4.19) 
Jo t 

Ci (x )  — 7 -t- ln(;r) + / (4.4.20) 
J o  i  

and 7 is Euler's constant 0.57721566490153286061. 

Blackman 

WivW = ^ ^ cos(2 w ^ { t )  (4.4.21) 

where w^{t) is the rectangular window defined above. The expressions for 

NUUINIUJ) and Den^'{uj) are given in the appendix. 
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Center frequency: If N is less than or equal to 10 then the center frequency 

is computed from a table, otherwise it is l/(27r). 

Projection constant: 1. 

Inversion constant: l / y / ' I i r C ,  where C  is the admissibility constant whose 

expression is given in the appendix. 

B lackrnan-H arris 

/287 48829 883 t  ,  

•"eio 

The expressions for iV«mjv(w) and Denj^{u j )  are given in the appendix. 

Center frequency: If N is less than or equal to 10 then the center frequency 

is computed from a table, otherwise it is 

Projection constant: 1. 

Inversion constant: I f y / ' l i r C ,  where C  is the admissibility constant whose 

expression is given in the appendix. 

Hamming 

WN{t) = (4.4.23) 

Numn{u) = -31 iV^ - + 4iV^ + (4.4.24) 

27 + 4a;^iV^ -8w^iV^ 

Deni^ {Lo)  =  {w  — 1 )  {w  +  1) {Nw — 1  — N )  {Nw — 1 + iV|j4.4.25) 

{ N w  +  1  — N )  { N w  +  1  +  N )  

Center frequency: If N  is smaller than or equal to 10 then the center 
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frequency is computed from a table, otherwise it is Num^/Den i^  where 

Nutun = -736iV^ + 144iVV + 304iV^- 72 7r2iV'^ (4.4.26) 

+97r^iV2 + ITOiV^ - 27 

D e u N  = TT (18 7t'\N- - 144+ 288 NV + 216N^ (4.4.27) 

+672 iV^ - 1472 iV® - 27) 

Projection constant: 1. 

Inversion constant: l/\/27rC, where C is the admissibility constant whose 

expression is given in the appendix. 

Hanning 

WNit) = Q + ^ cos(^)^ (4.4.28) 

NuTUNioo) = Sw^N^-l + N^ (4.4.29) 

DenN(u) = (w — 1) (ti) + 1) { N w  ~  1  ~  N )  { N w  — 1 + A^|4.4.30) 

{ N w  +  1 - N )  { N w  +  1  +  N )  

Center frequency: If N  is smaller than or equal to 10 then the center 

frequency is computed from a table, otherwise it is Num.M/Den^r where 

NUTUN = 18 N'̂  + 48 - 3 - 96 - 8 

+167r2iV® (4.4.31) 

D e u f f  = TT (24 + 96 - 3 - 192 N ' '  + 2 - 16 

+32 TT^iV®) (4.4.32) 

Projection constant: 1. 

Inversion constant: I/V^TPC, where C  is the admissibility constant whose 

expression is given in the appendix. 
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— Gauss 
^ ^ lOi;(100) „ , ̂ ^ , 

Wi^{t) = e zo^(t) (4.4.33) 

f  TT  
Numj^ iuo )  ~  — T T j V y ' - — 4 i o g ( i o o )  ( 4 . 4 . 3 4 )  

DenN{ui) = 1 (4.4.35) 

Center frequency: If iV is smaller than or equal to 10 then the center 

frequency is computed from a table, otherwise it is l/(27r). 

Projection constant: 1. 

Inversion constant: If N is smaller than or equal to 10 then the inversion 

constant is computed from a table, otherwise it is evaluated numerically. 

Triangular 

WN{t) = (4.4.36) 

Tjw, ^ /-'((-l)'^'cos(AVt.') - 1) ,, 
iV^(a;^-2a;^ + l) 

Center frequency; l/(27r). 

Projection constant: 1. 

Inversion constant: 1/ \ /2TTC,  where C is the admissibility constant whose 

expression is given in the appendix. 

Welch 

wjv(t) = ^1 - ^Nif). (4.4.38) 

TT^iV^ (a;® — 3(jj^ + 3 — 1) 

Tn{co ) — (2 cos(7r WAQ.VTT — 2 cos{7 tooN)Nnco  

—3 sin(7r ujN)iu'^ — sm{TVOjN)) (4.4.39) 

Center frequency: l/(27r). 

Projection constant: 1. 
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Inversion constant: I / ^ / ' I -KC.  where C is the admissibility constant whose 

expression is given in the appendix. 

Custom wavelet: The algorithm allows the use of arbitrary FIR coefficients that rep

resent the wavelet at its lowest center frequency, therefore when a custom wavelet is 

used, the frequency at which its Fourier transform peaks must be the lowest center 

frequency in center frequency scale and the number of samples in the wavelet must 

equal the number of samples in the input signal. The wavelets are scaled in the fre

quency domain. A fourth order Lagrange interpolator re-samples both the amplitude 

and unwrapped phase of the Fourier transform of the mother wavelet. All of the stan

dard wavelets are centered around 0, but a custom wavelet can also be causal (i.e., 

its values are zero for negative times). The custom wavelet is renormalized to have a 

unit admissibility integral, which is computed numerically using Simpson's rule. The 

values of the center frequency of the mother wavelet and the inversion constant are 

also computed numerically using Simpson's rule. 

This algorithm takes as input a two-dimensional signal (W$/)[/, n ] ,  treats it as the 

output of a continuous wavelet transform computed using FIR filters and performs 

the inverse transform. 

4.5.1 Projection Method 

In its simplest form, the algorithm inverts the input using the projection method of 

inversion without corrections, i.e., it approximates the integral 

using either a trapezoidal rule, Simpson's rule, or simply adding the elements. C is 

the projection constant whose value is wavelet dependent and is given by the forward 

4.5 Inverse CWT Computed Using FIR Filters 

pfmax 

^ fmin 

(4.5.1) 
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transform. 

4.5.2 Convolution-Projection Method 

The more complex form of the inversion algorithm uses the results of section 2.2 to 

obtain the inverse. The user is first given the option to perform an approximate or a 

perfect reconstruction. If an approximate reconstruction is chosen, then the algorithm 

performs the double sum 

where L is the number of points in the center frequency scale, M is the number of 

columns that the forward transform had and the hi[n] are taken by sampling the 

same wavelets used in the forward transform. Two types of exact reconstruction are 

available, multiplicative or additive correction. In order to use additive correction, 

the corresponding optional output of the forward transform must be used as an input 

to the inverse algorithm. The inverse transform then performs the previous double 

sum and the adds the additive correction to the result. The multiplicative correction 

factor is defined as 

where I  FT  is the discrete inverse Fourier transform. If Hi[k]  — 0 for some k ,  then 

the algorithm will give a warning stating that the frequency associated with k of the 

inpu t  s igna l  canno t  be  r econs t ruc t ed .  I f  Hi[k]  =  0  fox  k  =  Q or  k  — N ,  where  N 

is the number of points in the Fourier transform, then the inverse transform has the 

option to reconstruct those values from a file written by the forward transform. If a 

linear convolution was used in the forward transform, the algorithm has the option 

to reconstruct the values only at times where the input signal used in the forward 

transform was defined. 

L-l M-l 

c ^ ^ ̂  (WV/)[ I ,  n]  y j \u ;c , i \ h i [n - mjAM/Ao-v (4.5.2) 
/=:0 m=0 

(4.6.3) 
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4.6 General Filter-Bank Transform Computed Using FIR 
Filters 

This algorithm takes the filter-bank transform of a real or complex signal using an 

arbitrary real or complex filter bank determined by its sampled values (the FIR 

coefficients), which may be taken from either its time or its frequency description. 

The algorithm takes two inputs, the input signal and the filter bank. It then convolves 

the input signal with each filter of the filter bank. The convolution can be linear or 

circular, but if the filter bank is determined by values taken in the frequency domain, 

then convolution must be circular. If convolution is circular and the number of points 

in the input is not equal to the number of points in each filter of the filter bank then 

zero-padding occurs so the two have the same number of points. If the input signal 

is real and only the positive frequencies of the frequency domain representation of 

the filter bank are supplied, then the user may have to specify whether each filter of 

the filter bank has an even or odd number of points in the time domain. An optional 

output displays the signal needed to achieve exact reconstruction using the additive 

correction method. 

4.7 Inverse General Filter-Bank Transform Computed Using 
FIR Filters 

This algorithm takes as input a two-dimensional signal treats it as the 

output of a general filter-bank transform computed using FIR filters and performs 

the inverse transform. The inverse can be performed using the projection method or 

the convolution-projection method. If the convolution-projection method is selected 

an additional two-dimensional input specifies the filter bank that is to be used. For 

details on the different methods used, please refer to the "Inverse wavelet transform 

computed using FIR filters" algorithm. 
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4.8 CWT Computed Using IIR Filters 

This algorithm takes the continuous wavelet transform of a real or complex signal 

using wavelets defined by truncated IIR filters. The filters are obtained using different 

methods to approximate a second order, constant Q filter defined by the transfer 

function 

quality factor of the sinusoid, i.e., the nuriiber of oscillations after which the impulse 

response is small. The value of Ho{ifc) is determined by the normalization choices 

the algorithm has to offer, namely 

The center frequency scale may be chosen arbitrarily, or from a set of standard fre

quency  sca l e s ,  bu t  i t s  va lues  mus t  a lways  l i e  i n  t he  r ange  —FJ2 .Q <  f [n]  <  Fs /2 .0 ,  

where Fg is the sampling frequency of the input signal and f[n] is the frequency scale. 

If the input signal is real, then f[n] > OVn. If the input signal is complex, then the 

center frequency scale must be symmetric around zero, therefore a maximum and a 

minimum absolute value center frequencies exist. These will be referred to as the 

maximum and minimum center frequencies of the scale. 

The algorithm works as follows. To obtain exact reconstruction, it is necessary that 

the impulse responses of each filter of the filter bank has finite length, i.e., it must 

be an FIR filter. Given an IIR. filter and a length in points N, it is possible to create 

an associated FIR filter that can be implemented recursively by subtracting a tail-

cancelling IIR filter from it (see [55] for details). The FIR filters thus created have the 

same impulse response as the IIR filter for the first N points and are referred to as 

truncated IIR (TIIR) filters. For each center frequency f[n] of the center frequency 

scale, the IIR coefficients of the wavelet that peaks at f[n] are computed using the 

(4.8.1) 

where S = SQ = —~- \ - i J l  — and f c  is the frequency of the sinusoid. Q is the 

1, amplitude normalization, 

\/j-, energy normalization. 
(4.8.2) 
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chosen approximation method. Then an associated TIIR filters are created using a 

length in points defined as 

= ^{g + 2) (4.8.3) 
Jmin 

where fmin is the smallest center frequency. In other words, the wavelet that peaks 

at the lowest center frequency oscillates Q 4- 2 times. The input signal is filtered with 

each TIIR filter which produces a signal that is N + + 1 points long, where iVj 

is the length of the input signal in points. The result of each convolution is then 

added to the output rows which are labelled by f[n]. The columns of the output are 

labelled using the sampling frequency of the input signal. The algorithm has three 

optional outputs: the wavelet used at the maximum frequency in the frequency scale, 

the wavelet used at the minimum frequency in the frequency scale and the signal 

needed to achieve exact reconstruction using the additive correction method. 

In order to approximate the transfer function H{s) as an IIR filter we must map the 

continuous time variable s into the discrete variable z. Four approximation methods 

are available (see [73], chapter 7). 

4.8.1 Pre-Warped Bilinear Method 

This method yields a filter that approximates the time-domain response of H{s) to 

any input. The bilinear transform has the form 

2  z  —  1  / .  „  . X  
s !->• — , (4.8.4) 

T Z + 1  ^  '  

where T is the sampling rate of the input signal. Notice that if 

HB{Z) = H(s) ,, (4.8.5) 2 Z--1 
z-\- l  

then HD=  H { i f )  implies f  = 2/Ttan((fiT)/2) which demonstrates the distor

tion, or warping of the frequency scale of the bilinear transform. In order to correct 

for the effects of the distortion, the frequency scale of H{s) is pre-warped using the 

last equation before applying the bilinear transform. 
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4.8.2 Impulse Invariance Method 

This method yields a filter whose impulse response equals the impulse response of 

H ( s )  a t  t h e  s a m p l e d  v a l u e s .  L e t  N  b e  t h e  n u m b e r  o f  p o l e s  P i ,  i  —  I . . .  N  o f  H { s )  

and Ai, i = 1.. .N he the residues of H{s). The transfer function for the impulse-

invariance approximation to H (s) is 

4.8.3 Modified Impulse Invariance Method 

The impulse invariance method tends to introduce aliasing errors because of its sam

pling nature. The modified impulse invariance method reduces aliasing by taking 

the zeros of the analog filter into account when mapping from s to z. Let //(s) = 

N{s)/D{s), where both N and D are polynomials in s then define Hi (.s) = 1/D(s) 

and H2{s) = 1/N{s). Apply the impulse invariance method to Hi(sj and H2(s) to 

obtain (~) and Hp2{z) and write 

Hnd^) = (4.8.7) 

Ho.{z) = (4.8.8) 

The transfer function of the resulting modified impulse invariance filter then becomes 

4.8.4 Sinusoid Invariance Method 

This method yields a filter whose sinusoid response equals the sinusoid response of 

H{s) at the sampled values. Letting UQ be the frequency of the sinusoid, N be the 

number of poles of H{s), T the sampling rate of the input signal, pi and Ai the poles 
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and residues of H(sj respectively we get 

(4.8.10) 

where 

Ui = {ujoe^'^ - Pi sin{u>oT) - wq cos(a;oT))A-, 

VI = {E^''^{PISM{UJOT) - OJOCOS{UJQT)) + wo).4'j, 

(4.8.11) 

(4.8.12) 

and 

(4.8.13) 

4.9 Inverse CWT Computed Using IIR Filters 

This algorithm takes as input a two-dimensional signal (W^/)[/,n], treats it as the 

output of a continuous wavelet transform computed using IIR filters and performs 

the inverse transform. 

4.9.1 Projection Method 

In its simplest form, the algorithm inverts the input using the projection method of 

inversion without corrections, i.e., it approximates the integral 

using either a trapezoidal rule, Simpson's rule, or simply adding the elements. C is 

the projection constant whose value is wavelet dependent and is given by the forward 

transform. 

4.9.2 Convolution-Projection Method 

The more complex form of the inversion algorithm uses the results of section 2.2 to 

obtain the inverse. The user is first given the option to perform an approximate or a 

pfmax 

"  fmin 

(4.9.1) 
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perfect reconstruction. If an approximate reconstruction is chosen, then the algorithm 

performs the double sum 

i-l M-l 

where L is the number of points in the center frequency scale, M is the number of 

columns that the forward transform had and the hi [n] are taken by using the same 

method to compute the wavelets as in the forward transform. A blind application of 

the inversion method requires that we convolve each row of the filter-bank transform 

input with a filter whose impulse response is the time-reversed version of the impulse 

response used in the analysis filters. This implies that if the analysis filters are stable 

IIR filters, then the synthesis must be unstable. To avoid unnecessary numerical 

errors, the filter-bank transform input is reversed in time prior to inversion. The 

analysis filters are used as synthesis filters and the inverse obtained from this filter-

bank input is then reversed in time to obtain the true inverse. Two types of exact 

reconstruction are available, multiplicative or additive correction. In order to use 

additive correction, the corresponding optional output of the forward transform must 

be used as an input to the inverse algorithm. The inverse transform then performs the 

previous double sum and adds the additive correction to the result. The multiplicative 

correction factor is defined as 

where IFT is the discrete inverse Fourier transform. If Hi[k] — 0 for some k, then 

the algorithm will give a warning stating that the frequency associated with k of 

the input signal cannot be reconstructed. If Hi[k] = 0 for k = Q or k = N, where 

N is the number of points in the Fourier transform, then the inverse transform has 

the option to reconstruct those values from a file written by the forward transform. 

The multiplicative factor is convolved with the result of the double sum as an FIR 

filter. The algorithm has the option to reconstruct the values only at times where the 

(4.9.2) 

(4.9.3) 
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input signal used in the forward transform was defined, ignoring the values in time 

introduced by the double linear convolutions. 

4.10 General Filter-Bank Transform Computed Using IIR 
Filters 

This algorithm takes the filter-bank transform of a real or complex signal using IIR 

filters. The algorithm takes three inputs, the input signal, the numerator coefficients 

of the IIR filters in the filter bank and the denominator coefficients of the IIR filters 

in the filter bank. The input signal is then filtered with each of the filters in the 

filter bank to produce the output. An optional output displays the signal needed to 

achieve exact reconstruction using the additive correction method. 

4.11 Inverse General Filter-Bank Transform Computed Us
ing IIR Filters 

This algorithm takes as input a two-dimensional signal (>V^/)[^,n], treats it as the 

output of a general filter-bank transform computed using IIR filters and performs 

the inverse transform. The inverse can be performed using the projection method or 

the convolution-projection method. If the convolution-projection method is selected 

an additional two-dimensional input specifies the filter bank that is to be used. For 

details on the different methods used, please refer to the "Inverse wavelet transform 

computed using IIR filters" algorithm. 
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CHAPTER 5 

FUTURE WORK AND CONCLUSIONS 

Throughout the length of the thesis there has been an insistence on the exact invert-

ibility of the filter banks, with the emphasis on exactness. It seems very inefficient 

to go to great lengths only to recover a signal that is already known. Finding ex

act inverses is only the first step in a series that allows for the modification of the 

time-frequency description for some useful purpose like denoising, source separation, 

and so on. The most important (and challenging) step has not been yet been taken. 

The problem can be stated as follows. Given a (or a set of ) time-frequency modifi

cation (s), find the "best" filter bank in the sense that if we apply the modification(s) 

to the output of the forward transform and then proceed to invert, the desired effect 

is at its maximum. For example, a well know method of denoising using the Fourier 

transform simply zeroes out those frequencies that belong to the noise, but not to 

the signal. A similar result can be obtained if one uses time-frequency descriptions, 

with the added advantage that signals may be separated in time and in frequency 

simultaneously. In this context, the careful selection of the filter bank is critical 

More work is needed in the subject of time-frequency modifications and how they 

affect the result of the inverse transform. A brief discussion of the beginnings of 

such a theory is presented here. Given a discrete-time filter-bank transform TB we 

define the following. Let ^i[n] be the analysis filters and the synthesis filters. 

Their respective Fourier transform are denoted by '9I[K] and [fc]. The forward 

transform defines a linear mapping FJ:B • ^^(I) -> from the vector space 1^{I) 

onto the vector space P{I^) where the norms are taken to be quadratic and I is a 

finite subset of the natural numbers N. It is assumed that the number of filters in 

the bank is equal to the number of points in each filter, but the results apply if they 
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are not. Furthermore, it is assumed that the product ^I[K]^I[K]  has no zero rows 

or columns, otherwise, perform the analysis on the filter bank whose zero rows or 

columns are eliminated. The inverse transform defines a linear mapping in a similar 

way, Its • —> P{I). Two additional mappings are defined by the combination 

of forward and inverse transforms. Let H : P{T) —> 1^(1) be the linear mapping from 

the vector space f{l) into itself defined by the application of the forward transform 

followed by the inverse transform, the subscript indicating the filter bank will be 

omitted when the choice is obvious. Define G : P as the linear mapping from 

the vector space l^(P) into itself defined by the application of the inverse transform 

followed by the forward transform. 

The null space of a map M : Vi -> V2 denoted by J\f{M) is the set of all elements in Vi 

such that, when M is applied to them, the result is the zero element of V2 denoted by 

Ovi • The range of M, '7Z{M), is the complement of M{M). The dimension of the vector 

space V, denoted by V{V) is the number of elements in any of its basis. For example 

V{P{1)) is equal to the number of rows (or columns) in 4>i[n\. Both the null space and 

the range are linear subspaces whose dimensions must satisfy V[M(V))+V{TZiV)) = 

For perfect reconstruction filter banks, the null space of H contains only one 

element, Opp). The computation of the null space of I is best done in the "frequency-

frequency" plane, that is, using $ and ^ as the representation of the mapping. The 

null space is the set of frequency-frequency images whose columns are orthogonal to 

the columns of $. If I>(I) = K, then every $/^(-) column has K — 1 possible vectors 

that are orthogonal to it and each other. This generates a {K — 1)K dimensional null 

space which agrees with the over-completeness factor of the forward transform defined 

as X>(/^(P)) -I- — K. An important property of perfect reconstruction 

linear filter banks is that the null space of G is independent of the choice of analysis 

filters. Since G = F o I and J\f{F) = it follows that M{G) = I{G). 

A time-frequency modification can be decomposed into two orthogonal projections, 

one belonging to the null space of G and the other to the range of G. To obtain the 
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decomposition, apply the mapping G to the modification. The difference between 

the result of the mapping and the original is a member of the null space, and the 

rest belongs to the range. The application of a time-frequency modification with 

no regards to it membership of the range of G leads to erroneous results because 

the actual modification performed can be very different from the one intended. The 

des ign  of  syn thes i s  f i l t e r  banks  based  on  a  par t i cu la r  t ime- f requency  modi f ica t ion  T 

must be constrained to the condition that T 6 TZ{G). Once the synthesis filters have 

been found they can be used to design analysis filters so that the definition of the 

system is complete. 

The methods used in this work were chosen because of their computational efficiency, 

both in speed and storage. Ultimately the computations will have to be done in "real 

time", i.e., the forward can be computed as data comes in, and the inverse can be 

computed when enough data has been collected for a section. The IIR algorithm pre

sented here is very fast, but as mentioned in the results, the distortion introduced by 

the correction factor can not be ignored. The iteration method does not help because 

the distortions are apparent after the first iteration. A method that corrects the filter 

using local information is described here. For a time-frequency transform to be useful 

different filters from the bank have to discriminate different sets of frequencies of the 

input signal. When filters do not become small in the entire span of the frequency 

axis the information that contribute to each filter is more spread out. If two filters 

have center frequencies that are "far", their contributions to the correction factor 

should not mix. What far means should be an adjustable parameter. The frequency 

span of all wavelets is divided into a set of non-overlapping intervals and each filter is 

assigned as a possible contributor to each interval. The selection can be based on the 

theoretical bandwidth, but if the filters have very poor frequency discrimination that 

may not be good enough. The multiplicative correction is then applied within each 

interval separately using contributions from all the filters assigned to it and only the 

ones assigned to it. Each filter is corrected based on the proportion of its support 
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on the intervals. If only one filter is present on each interval, the correction factor 

will convert it into a perfect bandpass filter which is undesirable for their tendency to 

produce high ringing effects. Once an appropriate set of intervals and assignments is 

found, the output of the filtering part of the transform of each filter must be corrected 

with the resulting FIR filter which defeats the purpose of using IIR filters. Instead, 

one can use the iteration scheme on each interval, i.e, instead of the iteration given 

by equation (2.2.23) modified so that it read = T„ + T{lint — T„). where lint is 

the characteristic function (one on the interval, zero everywhere else) of the interval 

to which the filter belongs. Some preliminary results indicate that, although there 

is improvement, the bad localization of the filters prevents a drastic change. The 

designs of good, well localize IIR filters is very important for this method to succeed. 

An example of recursive Gaussian filters is found in [74] which should improve the 

performance of the IIR filters to the level of their FIR counterparts. Alternatively, 

one can use the algorithm discussed at the end of section 3.2. 

Another question raised by this thesis is the relationship of linear time-varying filters 

with they time-invariant counterparts. The fact that the derivation of the inverses 

provide an explicit form for the inverse as time-varying filters indicates not only that 

they are related in a non-trivial matter, but that it may be possible to exploit their 

relation to obtain some benefit. For example, in [23] the author uses the relation 

between the Gabor functions and the sampling operator, which is linear and time-

varying, to construct inverses that recover the input signal exactly from a sampled 

moving Fourier transform . A similar approach hasn't been tried on wavelets, but it 

may be worthwhile. 

Last, some coimnents on the cochlea transform are in order. Even though the in

version is not exact, it does very well for high enough sampling frequencies. Only 

the Gaussian window was tested using a quadratic ERB. Other windows and other 

bandwidth modifiers should be tested. In addition, synthesis filters that yield exact 

reconstruction in the continuous case should also be investigated, maybe using series 
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approximations. 

5.1 Conclusions 

The study of hnear time-frequency transforms as regularly sampled filter-bank trans

forms exhibits many advantages over the view of the transforms as symmetry groups. 

The derivation of the inverses is much simpler, and it was possible to obtain closed 

form solutions to all possible linear time-varying synthesis filters. This has, at the 

very least, a didactic application so that introductory lessons to wavelets can be given 

to undergraduates. Also, the theory may be extended to cases where no symmetry 

is present. The cochlea example given here was not fully developed, but our results 

clearly show that it is possible to construct filter-banks with arbitrary Q variation 

and their exact inverses. The application of the theory to discretizations of the CWT 

produced FIR filter banks with a few filters that scale approximately and have exact 

inverses. In the case where the correction factor was distributed, the center frequen

cies and the bandwidths were not greatly distorted, the time-frequency transforms 

produced by the modified and unmodified filters are practically indistinguishable. 

The IIR implementations show that, even though multiplicative correction can be 

implemented fast and efficiently, it can not improve filters that are far from being 

ideal. A possible solution to this problem was given in chapter 5, but until fully 

tested, it is difficult to tell how well it would work. Meanwhile, the use of recursive 

Gaussian filters as IIR filter banks should produce time-frequency transforms that 

can be corrected to yield exact reconstruction without introducing large distortions. 

In this manner, fast, real-time implementations of exact invertible uniformly sampled 

continuous wavelet transforms can be implemented. 
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CHAPTER 6 

APPENDIX 

6.1 The Windowed Sine Wavelet 

SiM = (6.1.1) 
Jo 't 

Ci{x) = 7 + ln(x) + f (6.1.2) 
J o  '  

7 is Euler's constant .57721566490153286061. 

6.1.1 Blackman 

Num]\i-{uj) = — 15a;^A''® + 9a;®A?'® — 155 + 408 

+ 3 - 250 u'^N^ + 3 iV® 

-43 iV^ + 152 N^-112  (6.1.3) 

Deris ('^O = (a; — 1) (w 4-1) [Nu) — 1 — N) {NOO — 1 + N)  

{NUJ + 1- N) {N0J + I + N) 

{NUI - 2 - N) (Nu) -2 + N)  

{Nu + 2 - AO {Nu + 2 + N) (6.1.4) 

• iV = 1 

C = -( -40786 ln(2) - 568 ln(3) - 259217 + 10488 Ci{-2 TT) 

-51984 6'i(2 7r)7r - 192 5i(67r)7r - 25921 ln(7r) 

+568 Ci{ 6 7 T )  - 11250 (47r)7r + 14865 Ci(47r))/360000f6.1.5) 
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• N = 2 

C = (92980 ln(2) +65335 lii(3) +32368 ln(7r)- 2964 (72 (8 7r) (6.1.6) 

+90615 a(27r) - 54684 Ci{4ir) - 65335 Ci(67r) (6.1.7) 

+222264 (4 7r)7r + 157500 Si{27t)n + 52500 5j(67r)7r 

+1008 Si{S 7r)7r + 32368 7)/63 0 0 007r 

•  N > 2 CN = Numi^/Denpf ,  where 

NuniN = 1524096 7 + 330904 .V' \n{N + 2) - 171040 IniN - 2) (6.1.8) 

+174440 \n{N - 2) + 3647325 lii{N + 1) 

+4178520 ln(7r) - 7100352 ln(7r) - 658368 ln(7r) 

-1067472 .V"' \n{N) + 408600 \n{N - 1) 

+84672 ln{N)N^^ - 2300700 A'^ In (A' + 1) 

+7253300 in (A' - 1) + 5084000 HN - 1) 

-5493275 N'' In (A' - 1) - 34400 \n{N + 1) 

-224664 \n{N - 2) + 461000 ]n(A' + 1) 

-125040 A'® ln(A^ - 2) - 270000Nln(A^ - 1) 

+4178520 In(2) - 7100352 N" in(2) 

-224664 ln(A^ + 2) - 2300700 AT® In (A' - 1) 

+125040 \n{N + 2) - 7936 ln(.V - 2) 
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• iV > 2 (cont'd.) 

-34400 ln{N - 1) + 72736 lii(.¥ - 2) (6.1.9) 

-800600 iV" in (A' + 1) - 40064 In (AT + 2) 

-7936 ]n(iV + 2) - 4352 \n{N - 2) 

-174440 iV' lri(N + 2) - 47672 In (A' - 2) 

-3647325 ln(iV - 1) + 4352 ln(.¥ + 2) 

+800600 A^" ln(A^ - 1) - 7100352 In (A') 

+12965400 \n{N) + 47672 \n{N + 2) 

+3456 N ln{N + 2) + 33984 \u{N + 2) 

-408600 ln(iV + 1) + 5084000 \n{N + 1) 

-4222400\n{N + 1) - 171040\n{N + 2) 

+72736 \n{N + 2) - 11488176 ln(A^)A^® 

-4222400 In (A' - 1) + 461000 \n{N - 1) 

-64400 iV^'Mn(A^ - 1) + 1524096 ln(2) + 1524096 In(A^) 

+1524096 ln(7r) - 33984 AT^ ln(A^ - 2) - 3456 A^ln(A^ - 2) 

+330904 In(.¥ - 2) - 7253300 ln(A^ + 1) 

+31104 In (2) + 40064 AT" in (A' - 2) + 31104 ln(7r) 

+270000 N ln(A^ + 1) + 5493275 ln{N + 1) 

+64400 ln(Ar + 1) - 658368 In (2) + 5081832 In (AO 

-658368 A^®7 + 4178520 + 31104 N^j - 7100352 

DERIH = -123000000 tt + 129180000 TT - 60000000 TX N'^ + 8640000 TT 

+56220000 TTiV^ - 12000000 TT + 960000 TT 
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6,1.2 Blackman-Harris 

NumNioo) = 56337886a;2iV^- 12351287 + 10541 iVV (6.1.10) 

-61813368 - 9470129 + 32031145 

+5546 V - 12 NV - 12 + 1111 NV 

-490742 N^LO^ + 272320 NW + 2 

-2885 - 53592 + 30 iW + 30 

-13314iVV - 40iV' V + 15498000 + 2.Y'^ 

+54529 i\r® - 999 + 217485 iVV - 4680715 

-1049869 + 8062969 iV^ - 22564632 

Deni^{uj) — (Nu — N + 3) {NLO + 1 + jV) (cj + 1) {NLO + 1 — jV) (6.1.11) 

(Nco-N- 3) (w - 1) (iVw - 2 + iV) (iVw + 2 - iV) 

(iVw - 2 - N) (Ncu + 2 +N) {Nu + N + 3) 

(iVcj - 1 + AT) (A'w + N -  3) {Nto - 1 - N) 

m N = 1 

C = (3225906263606 ln(2) + 1839492830315 7 (6.1.12) 

+1431089680230 6V(4 n)7r + 4183571553840 Si{2 7r)7r 

+83832161280 5i(6 7r)7r + 429730560 5? (8 7r)7r 

+ 1839492830315 ln(7r) - 293832095088 Ci{2n) 

-1-544398512 C?:(8 7r) + 160791700448 In(3) 

-160791700448 Ci(67r) - 1383324636267 (7^(4TT)) 

/ (50400000000000 TT ) 
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m N = 2 

C = (4752237258175 LII(3)+ 14310896802300 (2 7R)7R (6.1.13) 

+5006969606100 Si{6 ir)n + 314370604800 Si (8 njir 

+1718922240 5?(10 7r)7r - 590241138080 C«(87r) 

+16216396875000 5'«(47r)7r + 6145535368 lii(5) 

+5534526626055 Ci(2 7r) - 6145535368 a(107r) 

+9093365136728 lii(2) - 4049392777500 Ci(47r) 

-4752237258175 Ci(67r) + 3863490083068 7 

+3863490083068 ln(7r))/( 63000000000000 TT ) 

® iV = 3 

C = (238430568438000 ln(3) + 61498511111616 ln(5) (6.1.14) 

+527957414928900 Ci(47i) - 672604918000 Ci(127r) 

-449893025561595 Ci(87r) + 386167505884681 ln(2) 

+165987679334400 Si(2 7i)7r + 991379982007800 Si(471)71 

+495689991003900 Si(8 7r)7r + 189081446400 5'i(12 7r)7r 

+ 1427042925000000 Si (6 7r)7r + 33197535866880 (10 7r)7r 

+136662647723917 - 237757963520000 Ci(67r) 

+13666264772391 ln(7r) - 61498511111616 Ci(107r) 

+208198425409920 Ci(2 TT))/3696000000000000 TT 
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• N > 3 

(lii(A^ + 3) — Ci(2TT (N + 3))) {;sPi + sP2) 

{ 3 P 3  +  3 P 4 )  T T  
(6.1.15) 

+ - ^ — ^ ^ —  

, (ln(A' + 2) -
1 

{ 3 P 3  -

-Cz(2 7rOV + 2)))(2F;+,Ps) 

(a(2 7r (iV-
{ 2 P 3  + S P 4 )  TT 

2)) - ln(A' - 2)) (gP, - .Pg) 

, (ln(iV + 1) -
{ 2 P 3  —  2 P 4 )  TT 

- «(27r (Ar + l)))(,P, + ,P2) 
1 

(a(27r (iV 
(jPj + 1  P 4 )  TT 

-l))-ln(iV-l))GP, - ,Ps) 

4-

TT 
/5z(2 7r (iV+ 3)) Si{2 tt (.V - 3)) 
I, wT3 
f S i { 2 T T  ( N +  2 ) )  S i { 2 T T  { N - 2 ) )  

V ivT2 Jrr2 
/ S i i 2 i T  { N  +  1)) «(2 7r (iV-1)) 

^ ^ V A^ + 1 iV-1 
Rz (7 + ln(7r) + In (2)) 

TT 
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I Pi = (1834024 + 6138418 iV® - 10598015 + 1904331 Nl^.1.16) 

48829 

1P2 = 48829 (7590692 - 8868901 + 1435889 (6.1.17) 

+878922 iV) 

1P3 = 240000000000 (8 N' + 42 - 63 + 13 N) (6.1.18) 

1P4 = 240000000000 (36 iV® - 21 N'^ - 21N' + 6) (6.1.19) 

2 P 1  = 883 (5943344 + 112493960 + 21769571 A'"^ (6.1.20) 

-9748320 iV^) 

2P2 = 883 (43300208 N' + 116570540 N'' - 31076518 (6.1.21) 

-3178800 iV) 

2P3 = 37500000000 (16 + 504 N'^ + 609 - 184 N) (6.1.22) 

2P4 = 37500000000 (144 + 840 N'^ + 21 N'^ - 60) (6.1.23) 

3P1 = 73 (648616 + 29069110 + 69096844 N'^ (6.1.24) 

+5501280 AT^) 

3P2 = 73 (6902948 + 61661315 A" + 37630127 N'^ (6.1.25) 

+1051200 AO 

3P3 = 50000000000 (8 N' + 602 N'' + 3017 A''' + 1413 N) (6.1.26) 

3P4 = 50000000000 (108 W' + 1785 A'^ + 2877 N'^ + 270) (6.1.27) 
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287 287048 iV® - 1010326 -V' + 940193 - 322875 
8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  L E M +  - 9  ^  "  '  '  

? (6.1.29) 
10000000000 Denp, ^ ' 

4iV^2 - 3884 iV"' + 1106189 iV® - 81027454 iV® 

+2503691569 - 35160657000 iV^ + 185330250000 

iVi2 _ 28 + 294 - 1444 iV® + 3409 - 3528 iV^ + 1296 

2384271241 
(6.1.30 

40000000000 ^ ' 
779689 N'^ 

(6.1.31) 
156250000 ^ ' 

5329 N' '  - .O.^  
(6.1.32) 

156250000 ^ ^ 
82369iV 
MOW 
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6.1.3 Hamming 

-  N  =  1  

C = (11664 5«(27r)7r + 1058 5?(47r)7r + 7225(ln(7r)+7) (6.1.34) 

-5040 A(27r) - 2185 Cz(47r) + 9410 ln(2))/( 40000 TT ) 

-  N > 1  

C = ( P, {N - 1) TT Si{2 TT {N + 1)) + P4 Ci{2 TT N) (6.1.35) 

+P, iN + l)TTSi{2 7r {N - 1)) + {Ps - Ps) Ci{2 7r (iV + 1)) 

+ {Ps + Ps) Ci{2TT (AT - 1)) + P5 Si{2TTN )7r 

- {P2 + Ps) ln(iV - 1) - In(iV) + (P,, - P,/) ln(iV + 1) 

+^6 (7 + ln(7r) + lri(2)))/(P7 TT) 

Pi = 4232 - 5290 + 1058 N"^ 

PO = 7820 - 12903 N'' - 736 N'^ 

PI = 6440 LY' - 12788 - 529 N 

P4 = -13392 iV®+ 32616 iV^-25056 iV^+ 5832 

P 5  =  2 3 3 2 8  A ' "  -  5 2 4 8 8  +  3 4 9 9 2  -  5 8 3  N  

Pfi = 512 iV® - 7040 iV^ +25056 iV^- 5832 

P7 = 80000 jV^' - 180000 A'+ 120000 iV"-^ - 20000 

6.1.4 Hanniiig 

- A' = 1 

C = -(16C«(27r) + ll«(47r)-38 1n(2)-27 1ii(7r)-277 

—48 Si{2n)7r — 6 5'?'(47r)7r)/(1927r) (6.1.36) 
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— N > 1 

C  =  {  P ,  { N  - 1) TT Si{2 TT {N + 1)) + P4 Ci{2 TT N) (6.1.37) 

+Pi {N +  I)  TT Si[2 71 {N -  1)) + (P., - P s )  C i { 2  7 t  (iV + 1)) 

+ {Ps + Ps) Ci{2iT {N - 1)) + Ps Si{2'irN)7T 

- {Ps + Ps) ln{N -1)-P4 In (AO + {Ps - Ps) ln(iV + 1) 

-F FG (7 + ln(7r) + ln(2)))/(P? TT) 

PI = 8A-® - 10N^ +  2N'^ 

P 2  =  1 2 N ' ^ - 2 3 N ^ - N  

P 3  =  8 N ^ - 2 0 N ^  

PI = -16IV^'-}-40IV'^-32IV^+8 

P5 = 32 iV^ - 72 iV''^ -f- 48 A'- 8 N 

P,; = 32 A^̂  - 8 

P7 = 128 A'® - 288 + 192 A^'^ _ 32 

6.1.5 Triangular 

— N odd 

C = (-32 + 4 n^N'^ - 3 Si{2 N t t ) N t t  + 6 6'?:(A^7r)A^'^7r'^ + 6 S i { N T T ) N n  

- 2  S i { N n ) N ^ 7 r ^  +  4  S i { 2 N 7 r ) N ^ T r ^  -  6  C i { 2  N 7 r ) N V )  

/{Qtt^N^) (6.1.38) 

— N even 

C = {-3Si{2NTr)NTT + QCi{N7r)N^7r^+ 6Si{NTi)NTr 

-2 Si{N7r)N\'^ + 4 Si{2 Nn)N\'^ - 6 Ci{2 A'7r)A'^7r^) 

/(6 7r'\V^) (6.1.39) 
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6.1.6 Welch 

C = -4 (-15 lii(iV) - 15 ln(7r)-2 AT®&'(2A^7r)7r^ +8TT^iV^ - 157 

-15 ln(2) - 5 5i(2 7V7r)iW + 15 Ci{2N7r) - 15Si{2Nn)NTr 

-iVV)/(15iVV) (6.1.40) 
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FIGURE 6.1. Overall contribution of cochlear filter bank. 
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